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PREFACE 
This thesis entitled "SPECIALIZED CUTS FOR INTEGER 
PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS" is submitted to the Aligarh Muslim University, 
Aligarh, India to supplicate the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Operations 
Research It consists of the research work earned out by me in the 
Department of Statistics and Operations Research, Aligarh Muslim University, 
Aligarh 
The development of efficient algorithms for the problems of Integer 
programming in diverse fields has been of pnmary concern of the Operations 
Researchers for last four decades 
Integer programming is concerned with optimization problems in which 
some or all or the vanables are required to take on discrete values When 
formulating LP's we often found that, stnctly certain vanables should have 
been regarded as taking integer values but for the sake of convenience, we 
let them take fractional values reasoning that the vanables were likely to be so 
large that any fractional part could be neglected Whilst this is acceptable in 
some situations, in many cases it is not, and in such cases we must find a 
numenc solution in which the vanables take integer values Problems in which 
this IS the case are called Integer programs (IP's) and the subject of solving 
such programs is called integer programming (IP) For solving IP's no similar 
general purpose and computationally effective algonthms exists This area is 
known as computational complexity and concerns NP-completeness 
Solution methods of IP's can also be categonzed as optimal and 
heunstic 
An optimal algonthms is one which mathematically guarantees to find 
the optimal solution A Heunstic algonthm is an algonthm that should 
hopefully find a feasible solution Which, is objective function terms, is closed 
to the optimal solution In fact it is often the case that a well-designed heunstic 
algonthm can give good quality (near-optimal) results 
This thesis consists of five chapters, starting with an introductory 
chapter, which reviews the related literature for the problenns discussed in the 
remaining chapters 
Chapter-ll, deals with the study of Integer programming problem in 
which, we present an approach for finding integer solution to an IPP from the 
reduced feasible region obtained after adding NAZ cut [Ban, A and Ahmad, 
Q S (2003)] A new cut (termed as A-T cut) is proposed to reach the integer 
optimum An optimum solution is achieved in a minimum number of steps 
The computational details of the procedure are illustrated through a numencal 
example 
Chapter-Ill, is concerned with the optimality cntena to find an integer 
solution for two vanables ILPP using geometrically denved cut Geometrically 
derived cut is added to the problem after reducing the feasible region by Naz 
cut It IS computationally finite and is designed to converge rapidly 
Chapter-IV deals with a new approach to find an integer solution to a 
two vanables mixed integer linear programming problem (MILPP) Two 
special cuts are developed to reach the mixed integer optimum after defining 
two conditions Two examples are given to illustrate the procedure 
In Chapter-V, a heunstic approach for solving multi objective LIPP has 
been presented for obtaining an integer solution Special cuts are developed 
to reach the integer optimum after converting the multi-objective linear integer 
programming into a single objective linear integer programming 
Each procedure that is developed is illustrated by at least one 
numencal example Also computer programs in TURBO C^ "" have been 
developed for solving these integer-programming problems 
A comprehensive list of references, arranged in alphabetical order is 
also provided at the end of the thesis 
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CHAPTER-I 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 OPTIMIZATION 
Optimization is the Science of obtaining the best result under given 
circumstances. The efforts required or the benefits desired in any practical 
situation can often be expressed as a function of some decision variables. 
The ultimate goal of such decision is either to maximize the benefit desired 
or to minimize the loss or cost incurred or efforts required. Mathematically, 
optimization is the maximization or minimization of a function of several 
variables. These variables may be unconstrained or subjected to certain 
constraints in the form of equations or inequalities. There is no single 
method available for solving all optimization problems. A number of 
optimization methods are developed for solving different types of 
optimization problems. The optimum seeking methods are also known as 
mathematical programming methods or techniques and are generally studies 
as a part of Operations Research. Operations Research is a branch of 
Mathematical Sciences, which is concerned, with the application of scientific 
methods and techniques to decision-making problems and with establishing 
the best or optimal solutions. The systematic approach to decision making 
generally involves three closely interrelated stages. The first stage towards 
optimization is to express the desired benefits, the required efforts and 
collecting the other relevant data, as a function of certain variables that may 
be called "decision variables". The second stage continues the process with 
an analysis of the mathematical model and selection of an appropriate 
numerical technique for finding the optimal solution. The third stage consists 
of finding an optimal solution, in most cases on a computer. 
The existence of optimization methods can be traced back to the days 
of Newton, Lagrange and Cauchy. But in spite of these early contributions 
very little progress has been made until the middle of the nineteenth century, 
when the high-speed digital computers made the implementation of the 
optimization procedures possible and stimulated further research on new 
methods. 
Constrained optimization or mathematical programming has 
developed rapidly during and after World War II as a new filed of study 
dealing with applications of the scientific method of business operations and 
management decision-making. Mathematical programming problems can be 
broadly classified as (i) Linear Programming Problems (LPP) when all the 
involved functions are linear and (ii) Nonlinear Programming Problems 
(NLPP), when all the involved functions are not linear. 
In 1947 the United States Air Force team SCOOP (Scientific 
Computation of Optimum Programs) started intensive research on some 
optimum resource allocation problem that led to the development of the 
famous simplex method by George B. Dantzig for solving a linear 
programming problem (LPP). The simplex method is an iterative procedure, 
which yields an exact optimal solution in a finite number of steps. But the 
method was not available until it was published in the Cowles Commission 
Monograph No. 13 in 1951. 
One of the earliest enterprises undertaken by the exponents of 
mathematical programming grew out of the problems involved in the war 
mobilization program of the 1940's. The problems of planning and 
coordinating among various projects and optimum allocation of limited 
resources to obtain the desired result were emerged as the basic problems. 
Kuhn, H.W. and Tucker, A. W. (1951) derived the necessary 
conditions for the optimal solution of a constrained optimization or 
mathematical programming problem. These conditions (popularly known as 
K-T conditions) laid the foundation of a great deal of later research and 
development in the area of non-linear programming. 
No single technique (like simplex method for solving LPP) is available 
till date for solving NLPP. However different methods are available for 
solving some special type of NLPP. Beale (1959) developed a method for 
solving convex quadratic programming problem (CQPP). Wolfe (1959), using 
the K-T conditions, transformed the CQPP into equivalent LPP with an 
additional non-linear restriction to which simplex method could be applied. 
Other authors who gave the technique for solving QPP are Markowitz 
(1956), Benzi (1993) and Several others. 
Rosen (1960, 1961), Kelly (1960) and Goldfarb (1969) developed 
Gradient projection methods for solving NLPP with linear and nonlinear 
constraints. This is an iterative procedure in which at each step we move 
from one feasible solution to another in such a way that the value of the 
objective function is improved. 
A linear fractional programming technique was proposed by Charnes 
and Cooper (1962) [also by Swarup, K. (1970)]. The algorithms for solving 
non-linear fractional programming were developed by Dinkelbach (1967) and 
Mangasrian (1969). 
Geometric programming provides a systematic method for formulating 
and solving the class of optimization problems that tend to appear mainly in 
engineering designs. This technique was first developed by Duffin, Peterson 
and Zener (1967). Ermer (1971) used geometric programming for 
optimization of the constrained machinery economic problem. His work was 
further extended by Dembo (1982), Kortanek and Hoon (1992), Yeh (1993) 
and several others. 
Dantzig (1959), Charnes and Cooper (1959, 1960) developed 
stochastic programming techniques. Some other authors who worked on 
stochastic programming are Shapiro (1990), Weintraub and Vera (1991), 
and Bahnetal. (1995) etc. 
The desire to optimize more than one objective or goal while 
satisfying the physical limitations led to the development of multi-objective 
programming methods. Charnes and Cooper (1961) originally proposed goal 
programming to solve specific types of multi-objective programming 
problems. Other authors who made contribution for solving multi objective 
linear and non-linear programming problems are Sheral (1982), Roy and 
Wallenius (1992) and Bit, Biswal and Alam (1993) etc. 
Dynamic programming technique, based on the principle of optimality, 
was developed by Richard Bellman (1957). This technique is applicable to 
mathematical programming problems having some special features. Several 
others who contributed significantly to this area are Bellman and Dreyfus 
(1962), Lin (1994) and Badinelli (2000) etc. 
Developments of new techniques for solving mathematical 
programming are still going on. One of the most exciting and rapidly 
developing area of mathematical programming was pioneered by Gomory's 
work in integer programming (Gomory, 1958). 
1.2 LINEAR PROGRAMMING 
Linear programming is a mathematical programming technique most 
closely associated with operations research and management science. A 
linear programming is concerned with problems in which a linear objective 
function in terms of decision variables is to be optimized (i.e., either 
minimized or maximized) while a set of linear equations, inequations, and 
sign restrictions are imposed on the decision variables as requirements. By 
linearity is meant a mathematical expression in which the variables do not 
have powers. A linear programming problem is often referred to as an 
allocation problem because it deals with allocation of resources to alternative 
uses. 
A general liner programming problem can be described as follows: 
Maximize z = ex 
Subject to, 
A,.„x<b, (1.1) 
x = {x,,X2,....,x„)>0 
Linear programs have turned out to be appropriate models for solving 
practical problems in many fields. The linear programming problem was first 
conceived by G.B. Dantzig in 1947. The term 'Linear Programming' was 
actually coined by T.C. Koopmans and Dantzig in 1948, and an effective 
'simplex method' for solving linear programming problems was proposed by 
Dantzig in 1949. Dantzig simplex method solves a linear program by 
examining the extreme points of a convex feasible region. 
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Special methods have also been developed for solving linear 
programming problems with upper bound restnctions on decision vanables, 
for example, Charnes et al (1954), Dantzig (1955) and Swarup (1970) 
Development of new techniques for solving LPPs is still going on 
Decades of work on Dantzig's simplex method had failed to yield a 
polynomial-time vanant The first polynomial-time LP algorithm called 
Ellipsoid algorithm, developed by Khachiyan (1979), opened up the 
possibility that non-combinatonal methods might beat combinatonal one for 
linear programming Karmarker (1984) developed a new polynomial-time 
algonthm which often outperforms simplex method by a factor of 50 on real-
world problems Some recent polynomiai-time algonthms developed by 
Renegar (1988), Gonzaga (1989), Monteiro and Adler (1989), Vaidya (1990), 
Reha and Tutun (2000) are more fasten than Karmarkar's algonthm 
A significant amount of research is being earned out for 
implementation of the Karmakar-type algonthm, for example, Rocket an 
Stevenson (1987) and Murty (1988) An important development is the 
discovery by Gill et al (1986) and Karmakar's algonthm belongs to a class of 
solution methods known as Projected Newton barrier methods 
1.3 MULTI-OBJECTIVE PROGRAMMING 
Multi-objective programming is a very important research topic in 
OR/management science, not only because of the multi-cntena nature of 
most real-life problems, but also because there are still many open questions 
in this area 
Problems with multiple objective and cntena are generally known as 
multiple cntena optimization or multiple cntena decision-making (MCDM) 
problems. Theory and methods for multi-objective optimization have been 
developed chiefly during the last four decades. The origin and achievements 
in this field of research from 1776 to 1960 are widely treated in Stadler 
(1979). Abrief summary of the history is also given in Gal and Hanne (1997). 
The linear and non-linear programmings are characterized by the 
optimization of a single objective function. But there are many real-life 
situations where system may have multiple, possibly, conflicting, objective to 
be attained subject to some constraints. In such situations, it may be 
impossible to find a single solution that optimizes all the conflicting objectives 
at the same time. For example, the success of an airplane is determined by 
such things as its cost (to be minimized), payload (to be maximized), speed 
(to be maximized), maximum range (to be maximized), weight (to be 
minimized), survivability (to be maximized) etc. 
And, in the design of an aircraft, we may actually hope to optimize 
each and every one of these parameters. When this type of situation is put 
into mathematical programming format, is called multi-objective 
programming problem (MOPP). 
The multi-objective linear programming problem (MOLPP) may be 
expressed as: 
Minimize or Maximize {z,,z^, ,z^} 
Subject to 
Ax(<^>)b (1.2) 
x>0 and integers 
Where x = (xj.x^ xj' is the vector of decision variables. 
A is an m X n matrix , b is an m-vector and z, = "^c^^x^ is the i"^  linear 
objective function for / = /, 2, k > 2. 
In fact, there is no universally accepted definition of "optimum" in 
multi-objective programming, which makes it difficult to even compare results 
of one method to another. In fact, normally the decision about what the 
"best" answer is, corresponds to the so-called human decision maker (Coello 
Coello, 1999). 
Multiple, conflicting objectives and hard and soft constraints are the 
characteristics of most real-life problems. Some constraints, may not be 
nearly so rigid as are implied by their mathematical appearance. Such 
flexible constraints are termed soft constraints (or soft goals). Thus, a soft 
goal is one that we would like to satisfy, but for which we would be able to 
accept some degree of violation. On the other hand, a hard goal is one for 
which any degree of violation would be absolutely intolerable. 
There are several methods available in the OR literature, such as 
utility theory, mathematical programming and the analytic hierarchy process, 
to solve the multi-objective problems. Recently evolutionary algorithms (EAs) 
such as Genetic algorithm (GA) and evolution strategies (ES), demonstrated 
their ability for solving both single and multi-objective problems (Zitzler and 
Thiele, 1999). Though EAs are very successful in solving unconstrained 
complex functions, they showed limited success in solving constrained 
programming problems. Their success is even very limited for constrained 
multi-objective programming problems. 
It is some times argued that too many mathematical programming 
analysts simply do not listen to the decision maker. Instead they consider 
only those models (and methods) with which they are comfortable. Thus, 
one way to force the multi-objective problem into the single objective format 
is to use the transformation or deflection method in which we select the 
single objective and then either deleted the other objective (s) or transform 
them as a rigid constraints (s) (hard goai(s)). The solution so obtained is only 
appropriate for the transformed model and not necessarily for the original 
model. 
By determining a common measure of effectiveness (proxy) through 
which each of the objectives may be expressed, It is possible using utility 
theory to combine any number of objectives into an equivalent, single 
objective. This approach is based on the aggregation of multiple objectives 
into a single objective and it is considered an equivalent function. 
It is not so easy to find a common measure; despite it there are those 
who advocate the use of utility theory to combine multiple objectives (see 
Keeney and Raiffa, 1976). 
In chapter-V, we have derived special cuts for solving Multi Objective 
Integer Liner Programming Problem. 
1.4 INTEGER PROGRAMMING 
Any decision problem (with an objective to be maximized or 
minimized) in which the (quantifiable) decision variables must assume non-
fractional or discrete values may be classified as an integer optimization 
problem. An integer problem is classified as linear if, by relaxing the integer 
restriction on the variables, the resulting functions are strictly linear. 
Otherwise, the problem is nonlinear. Integer optimization is not a new 
mathematical subject, but until the applications of operations research 
became recognized in the late 1940's and early 1950's, most of the 
problems tackled were primarily of a pure mathematical nature. 
Integer Linear Programming Problem is the special class of linear 
programming problems where all or some of the variables in the optimal 
solution are restricted to non-negative integer values. Such problems are 
called as 'all integer' or 'mixed integer' problems depending, respectively, on 
whether all or some of the variables are restricted to integer values. 
One might think it sufficient to obtain an integer solution to this special 
class of linear programming problem by using regular simplex method and 
then rounding off the fractional values thus occurring in the optimal solution. 
But in some cases, the deviation from the "exact" optimal integer values (as 
a result of rounding) may become large enough to give an infeasible 
solution. Hence there was a need to develop a systematic procedure in order 
to identify the optimal integer solution to such problems. 
The importance of integer optimization in solving practical problems 
evolved as a result of the impressive developments in the field of operations 
research, particularly the subject of liner programming. It was then that both 
researchers and practitioners recognized the need for solving programming 
models in which some or all of the decision variables are integers. Although 
several important problems in various areas of application were formulated 
as integer models, it was only in 1958 that Gomory (1958) developed the 
first finite integer programming technique for solving liner integer problems. 
Since then, other specialized algorithms have been and are still being 
developed. 
Although several finite algorithms have been developed for the integer 
problem, none of these methods is uniformly efficient from the computational 
standpoint, particularly as the size of the problem is increases. Thus, unlike 
linear programs, where very large problems have been successfully solved 
in a reasonable amount of time, the performance of integer algorithms has 
been erratic. 
One of the major difficulties in integer programming computation is 
the effect of round-off error that results from the inevitable use of the digital 
computer for solving integer problems. Although algorithms have been 
developed where, starting with a problem in which all the coefficients are 
integers, it is never necessary to deal with fractions (hence eliminating 
machine round-off error), this advantage is acquired only at the expanse of 
(sometimes) extremely slow convergence of the algorithm. 
The computational difficulty characterizing integer algorithms has 
forced some users to think of alternative ways to 'solve' the problem. One 
common approach is to solve the continuous version of the problem and 
then round the continuous optimum to the closet feasible integers. Rounding 
in this case implies approximation. For example, if the continuous optimum 
indicates that the 'number' of machines required is 5.1, this can be 
approximated by (rounded to) 5. There is no guarantee, however, that the 
rounded solution will always satisfy the constraints. This is always true if the 
original problem is linear with some equality constraints. From the theory of 
linear programming, rounded solution cannot be feasible, since it would 
imply that the same basis(with all its non-basic variables at zero level) can 
yield two different solutions. 
The infeasibility created by rounding may be tolerated, since in 
general, the (estimated) parameters of the problems are not exact. But there 
are typical equality constraints in integer problems where the parameters are 
exact. The multiple-choice constraint Xi+X2+...+Xn=1, where Xj=(0,1) for all j , 
is one example. Under such conditions, rounding cannot be used, and an 
exact algorithm becomes essential. 
To further emphasize the inadequacy of rounding in general, note that 
although integer variables are commonly thought of as representing a 
discrete number of objects (e.g., machines, men, ships), other types 
represent quantification of some codes. Thus a decision to finance or not to 
finance a project can be represented by the binary variable x=0 if the project 
is rejected or x=1 if it is accepted. In this case it is nonsensical to deal with 
fractional values of x, and the use of rounding as an approximation is 
logically unacceptable. 
1.5 MATHEMATICAL DEFINITION OF INTEGER LINEAR 
PROGRAMMING PROBLEM 
Using matrix notation, a mixed integer-programming problem may be 
written in general form as: 
(MIP) maximize z=cx + dy 
Subject to 
Ax + Ey < b 
x > 0, X integer-valued (1.3) 
y > 0 
Where, A = m x n matrix, E = m x p matrix , c=1 xn vector, d=1 xp 
vector, b=mx 1 vector, x=nx 1 vector of integer variables and y=px 1 vector 
of continuous variables 
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Similarly, a pure integer linear programming problem can be written in 
the general form as: 
(ILP) maximum z= ox 
Subject to: 
Ax< b (1.3.1) 
x> 0, X is integer-valued 
The feasible region associated with an integer program Is always a 
subset of the feasible region associated with its LP relaxation. This is true 
because of the feasible region of the integer program is derived by adding 
restrictions (i.e., the integer restrictions) to the feasible region of the LP 
relaxation. Thus, when solving a maximization problem, the optimal objective 
value of the integer program will always be less than or equal to the optimal 
objective value of the LP relaxation. That is, for a maximization integer 
program, the LP relaxation provides an upper bound for the optimal objective 
value. Similarly the LP relaxation provides a lower bound in the case of a 
minimization integer program. The LP relaxation is used extensively in 
constructing solution algorithms for integer programming problems. 
1.6 METHODS OF INTEGER PROGRAMMING 
Integer programming techniques are generally categorized into two 
broad types, one is search methods and second is cutting methods. 
1.6.1 Search Methods 
Search Methods are motivated by the fact that the integer solution 
space can be regarded as consisting of a finite number of points. In its 
simplest form, search methods seek enumerating "all" such points. This 
would be equivalent to simple exhaustive enumeration. What makes search 
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methods more promising than exhaustive enumeration, however, is that 
techniques can be developed to enumerate only a portion (hopefully small) 
of all the candidate solutions while automatically discarding the remaining 
points as nonpromising. Clearly, the efficiency of the resulting "search" 
algorithm depends on the power of the techniques that are developed to 
discard the nonpromising solution points. 
Search methods primarily Include implicit enumeration techniques and 
branch-and-bound techniques. The first type Is mostly suited for the zero-
one problem and may actually be considered as a special case of the 
branch-and-bound methods. 
An exposition of the classical Land and Doig (1960) enumeration 
algorithm and of the variations which have since appeared in the literature. 
The method for travelling salesman problem given by Little, Murty, Sweeney, 
and Karel (1963). They termed the specialized procedure as branch and 
bound, which as mentioned in Balinski (1965), is also an apt designation for 
the Land and Doig algorithm. Thompson (1964) presented an algorithm for 
the integer program. A year later, Dakin (1965) proposed a simple, yet 
interesting, variation of the Land and Doig algorithm. Beale and Small (1965) 
which is described more fully in Beale (1968) extended the Dakin (1965) 
method to include the linear programming post optimization procedures 
suggested by Driebeek (1966). Later, Tomlin (1970) , (1971) described a 
refined version of the Beale and Small (1965) algorithm. The Balinski 
(1965), Balinski and Spielberg (1969), Geoffrion and Marsten (1972), and 
Lawler and Wood (1966) papers are survey articles which, among other 
things, contain an exposition of Land and Doig (1960) method. A general 
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description of branch and bound may be found in Again (1966) and, in 
Balas (1968) or Mitten (1970). A procedure which specializes the Land and 
Doig approach to the zero-one case and incorporates the work of Driebeel< 
(1966) and also the algorithm branching strategies proposed by Spielberg 
(1969) is described in Davis, Kendrick, and Weitzman (1971). 
1.6.2 Cutting Methods 
Cutting methods are developed primarily for the (mixed or pure) 
integer linear problem. These methods are motivated by the fact that the 
simplex solution to a linear program must occur at an extreme points. The 
idea then is to add specially developed secondary constraints that are 
violated by the current non-integer solution but never by any feasible 
(integer) point. The successive application of such a procedure should 
eventually result in a new (convex) solution space with its optimum extreme 
point properly satisfying the integrality condition. The name "cutting" 
methods is suggested by the fact that the secondary constraints "cut" off 
infeasible parts of the continuous solution space. 
Another method for the integer problem is inspired by the cutting 
techniques and calls for identifying the convex hull of all the feasible integer 
points by constricting a set of proper linear inequalities. Once this is done, 
the application of the regular simplex method would clearly produce the 
desired result. 
The different types of cuts are as follows: 
Dantzig Cut 
The early works of Dantzig et al. (1954) and Markowitz and Manne 
(1957) directed the attention of researchers to the importance of solving 
linear programs in integers, but Dantzig (1959) was the first to propose a cut 
for solving such problems. His idea is first to solve the linear program 
ignoring the integer conditions. If the resulting basic solution is non-integer, 
then a new set of values for the non-basic variables must be secured. 
The form of the cut is 
Y,^j-^' ^j- 0' J ^  ^^^ (Non-basic integer variables) 
This is achieved by realizing that the sum of the non-basic integer 
variables must at least be equal to one. By augmenfing this cut to the current 
tableau, feasibility can be restored by applying the dual simplex method. 
Although the indicated cut represents a necessary condition for integrality, 
and indeed it was utilized to solve some problems successfully, there is no 
guarantee that the successive application of the cut will yield the integer 
solution in a finite number iterations [Bowman, V.J, & Nemhauser (1970)]. 
Dual Fractional Cut 
This cut was developed by R.E. Gomory (1958) and it is derived from 
the source row of the non-integer optimal simplex tableau. 
Suppose the source row is 
jeNB 
The form of the cut is 
^ = -fko+ Yjfkj(~^j) 7'fA'^ B(Non-basicvariable) 
jeNH 
Where, 5 > 0 is a non-negative slack variables 
fko =«*o-Ko] 
A = « * , - K ] ,j=(0,1,2, ,n); where, [t] is the 
largest integer <t. 
Gomory's f-cut should be augmented to the simplex tableau from 
which it is derived. Since all Xj=0, jeNB, it follows that S = -f^g, which is 
feasible. Thus by applying the dual simplex method a portion of the solution 
is cut off. If the resulting optimum solution is integer, the process ends. 
Otherwise, a new cut is constructed from the new simplex tableau and the 
process is repeated. If it is impossible to recover feasibility after the cut is 
applied, this immediately means that the original problem has no feasible 
(integer) solution . The constraint is called the fractional cut (or f-cut) 
because all the coefficients of f^„ and f j^are fractions. 
All Integer Cut 
The use of the f-cut has the basic disadvantages that it gives rise to 
severe machine round-off error. Gomory (1960 a) rectified this difficulty by 
developing a new type of cut known as All Integer cut, which consists of all 
integer coefficients with its pivot element necessarily equal to -1 . The idea of 
the new cut is to start with a dual feasible tableau with all integer coefficients. 
Suppose the source row is 
jeNH 
The form of the cut is 
^ = [^]+Z[^] ( -^- , )^0 (A-cut) 
Where X is obtained by the following steps: 
1. With k as the source row, let a^ be lexicographically smallest column 
among those having a, <0 for js NB. 
2. Let Mp=1, and for every j>0{j^p) with a,.^<0, let Uj be the largest 
integer such that, 
^ ^ 
K"JJ 
a^ya^. 
-a, 
u. 
3. For each ajy<0 (y>l) , set Aj =—-, {A is not necessarily an 
integer) 
4. Set X = maximum of A,. Note that A > A = — ^ > 1, since w =1 and 
u 
-a^pis a positive integer. 
We have also derived A-T cut and G.D. cut for ILPP with solution 
procedure in chapter-ll and chapter-Ill respectively. 
Mixed Integer Cut 
The mixed integer cut is given by Gomory (1960) and it is defined as 
m-cut. 
Suppose the source row is 
JGNB 
The form of the cut is 
"^  = - ^ 0 + Y^Skji^j)^^ (m-cut) 
jeNB 
Where, 
gkj=-
if a^.^ > OandXjf^ j = 1,2,....n^isacontinuousvariable. 
—'^^.a,, if a, < Oandx/i = l,2,...,n Jisacontinuousvariable. 
f^ j if fi^ j < 4oandXj(^j = l,2,...,njisan/«?egervariable. 
.(\~i^^) if 4j > f^oandXjf'j - l,2,...,njisanmregervariable, 
1-f. kO 
jeNB 
fkj = \ - [ \ ] (i = 0,1, ,n>; where, [t] is the largest integer <t, 
andf,.-a,„-/"a,J ) 
Observe that 0 < fj^^ < 1 and when the inequality is adjoined to the 
bottom of the tableau, primal infeasibility is introduced. 
In chapter-IV, we have derived special cuts for Mixed Integer Linear 
Programming Problem. 
Primal Cut 
Ben-lsreals and charnes (1962) were the first to suggest a primal cuts 
for IPP along the same ideas of Gomory's all integer 2-cut. 
The form of the cut is 
Sk 
a qo 
I + 
a aj 
X 
( -Xy)>0 (P-cut) 
with X = a qp. 
p-cut associated with source row ,q is obtained by 
p^ - — - min. i—/ 
Iqp >,p>il i p 
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where p is the pivot column obtained using 
If Qip < 0 (/ = 1, n + m),the IPP has an unbounded solution OthenA/ise 
from a row / with a^p >Othat satisfies [ — ^ ] < ^ „ generate a Gomory all 
integer cut and set the parameter X in the cut equal to aip. 
Bound- Escalation Cut 
This cut was developed by Glover (1965a). Suppose the source row is 
The form of the cut is 
y . = w , + ^ m , ^ w ^ > P , (b-cut) 
J4 
The general idea of Glover's cut is to find the optimal integer solution 
by determining lower bounds on each dual variable in such a way as to 
satisfy a necessary integrality condition. 
Martin's f-Cut 
This cut was developed by Martin (1963). Suppose the source row is 
jEhB-{K} 
The form of the cut is 
S^=a- YJ^J^J (Martin's cut) 
JGNB 
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An interesting vanation of the basic cutting plane technique was 
proposed by Martin (1963) The technique basically consists of solving a 
linear program, returning the optimal simplex tableau to one with an all 
integer (not necessanly feasible) pnmal solution, resolving the linear 
program, and so on The process terminates when an optimal linear 
programming tableau with an integer pnmal solution is found or 
reoptimization is not possible 
Convexity Cut 
This cut IS a general form of legitimate integer cut that was initially 
started under the name " hyper cylindncal" cut by Young (1971) for solving a 
special class of mixed zero one problems Independently of Young's Work, 
Balas (1971) developed the intersection cut for solving general integer linear 
problems His idea is to utilize the local property of the integer points 
enclosing the current optimum continuous solution to develop a legitimate 
integer cut Actually, this cut is determined to pass through the intersection 
points of the half-lines emanating from the current optimum (continuous) 
extreme point with a specially defined hyper sphere The sphere passes 
through all the vertices of the unit hyper cube enclosing the continuous 
extreme point Later, Glover (1973) developed a general theory for 
constructing legitimate cuts, which extends Young's and Balas' ideas to a 
general class of integer programming His idea is that the hyper sphere (or 
hyper cylinder) can be replaced by any convex set provided that none of the 
feasible points he in its intenor 
The general form of the convexity cut is lk>p^ [see Balas E (1969)] 
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Naz Cut 
This cut was developed by Bari, A. and Ahmad, Q. S.(2003). 
The form of the cut is 
cx>z'' 
This cut is added to the problem after finding the solution to the linear 
programming relaxation problem. This cut is derived by finding the minimum 
perpendicular distance from the integer point, which is inside the feasible 
region, to the objective surface passing through non integer solution. The cut 
is the hyper plane passing through this point and parallel to the objective 
function surface. The cut has been designed in such a way that the total 
number of integer solutions in the resulting feasible region is substantially 
reduced. 
We have used this cut in chapter-ll and chapter-Ill respectively, for 
finding Integer optimum in a minimum number of steps. 
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CHAPTER-II 
SEARCH FOR 
INTEGER OPTIMUM 
AFTER ADDING NAZ CUT 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Consider the following Integer programming problem. 
Maximize z = cx 
Sub jec t to^_x<fe (2.1.1) 
x = (x^,x^, ,xj>0 
And Xj integer, y = l,2, ,n 
There are several algorithms to solve problem (2.1.1), like cutting 
plane algorithms given by Dantzig, G.B. (1959), Gomory, R.E. (1963), 
Young, R.D. (1968) etc., and the enumeration techniques given by Balas, E. 
(1963), Land, A.H. & Doig, A.G. (1960), Dakin, R. (1965) and Lawler, E.L. & 
Wood, D.E. (1966) etc. 
Here we have developed a new approach in which a new type of cut 
(termed as A-T cut) is introduced to the reduced feasible region obtained 
after adding the NAZ cut to the original problem. NAZ cut has been derived 
by finding the minimum perpendicular distance from the integer points which 
are inside the feasible region, to the objective surface passing through the 
non-integer solution, obtained after solving the LP relaxation problem of 
(2.1.1). This cut has been designed in such a way that the total numbers of 
integer solutions in the resulting feasible region is substantially reduced and 
also this cut does not eliminate the optimal integer solution to problem 
(2.1.1). [Bari, A. and Ahmad, Q.S. (2003)]. 
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To find an integer optimum from this reduced region we have 
developed a new cut (A-T cut). This cut passes through the integer points 
obtained during NAZ cut and any other integer points inside the reduced 
feasible region. We have also proved that the integer optimum lies on this 
cut. 
2.2 DERIVATION OF A-T CUT 
The LP relaxation associated with (A) is 
Maximize z-cx 
Subject to .4 X < 6 (2.1.2) 
And jc>0 
First we solve the LP relaxation using simplex method or dual simplex 
method. Let the solution be xV If x* is integer then the problem (2.1.1) is 
solved. Otherwise, Let the k* component of x ' be non-integer with value 
x'"=a*^. The nearest integer solution tox'^ are x l ' = [ a j ^ ] and 
Where [t] is the largest integer less than or equal to t and (t) is the 
smallest integer greater than or equal to t. With such bi-fractions we get 2" 
integer points in the surrounding of x ' . (e.g. in case of two variable 
problem , if x*= (2.5, 3.4) then there will be 2^= 4 integer points (2,3), 
( 2, 4), (3, 3)and (3,4) around this x*. 
Denote the set of indices of these 2" points by T , 
Let the objective value at x ' be z . Thus the objective function level 
plane at x ' will be 
ex' -z 
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Now we find the perpendicular distance d, from the surrounding 
points , to the objective plane by using the formula Dantzig (1963), 
A z ' - x ' 
d, = , , i £ T 
IP 
where x' is an integer point around x ' . 
Now we search for integer point x* , which has a minimum distance from 
the objective function hyperplane. 
Obviously the negative distance and the distance from the infeasible 
points should be omitted. We choose the minimum positive distance only 
from the points , which are feasible. 
Let S° be the set of indices i eT for, which x' ,s are feasible. 
Let X'=\x' I d,=yyiiyi^\ 
A plane passing through this integer point and parallel to the objective 
function hyper plane be c x" = z°. 
Clearly z" < z* 
NAZ cut is given by Bari A and Q.S. Ahmad (2003) as 
ex >z' ' (2.1.3) 
and we add the NAZ cut to the problem (2.1.2). 
Letz''=z°, acts as a lower bound for the integer solution to the 
problem (2.1.1) and cx'=Zy, acts as an upper bound for the problem 
(2.1.1). 
Let x" be defined as: 
x" ^ r a f . a r ,«f'; ;k°sS° ^ •^''•'^ ^ 
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Where 5'°=Set of indices of 2" integer points in the surrounding of the 
non-integer solution x'. 
Now to find the integer optimum solution we add another cut at^;". 
n n 
E ^ = Z<° (2.1.5) 
It is termed as A-T Cut. 
2.3 SEARCH FOR INTEGER OPTIMUM 
To find integer optimum we proceed as follows: 
For each ar*° in (2.1.4) we write as: 
* " k" 1 
(2.2) 
fork'^sS' -J = 1,2, ,n 
With such operations we again get 2" integer points in the surrounding ofx^ 
Let 5' be the Set of indices of 2" integer points in the surrounding of x°. 
Ignore those integer points in set S^  which have already been selected in S 
and select only those integer points in set S\ which satisfy the following 
conditions: 
(i) It lies on the A-T cut and its components are non-negative, 
(ii) The value of objective function at this point lies between the value of 
objective function at x° and the value of objective function at x'. 
(iii) It satisfies the constraints in (2.1.1). 
In this way, we will get only one integer point. 
Let it be x' and defined as: 
x '=(a f ' , « f , ,«:') ik'eS' 
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Then the above conditions at x' may be written as: 
(i) X^, = Z « f = Z « '' & « J' >0 ,for 7 = 1,2, ,n 
] = \ k°eS" k'eS' 
j = l 1=1 
{\\)zl<z[<z, (2.3) 
(iii) Ax' <b 
Where, z[ is the value of objective function atx'. 
n 
& Z " ; Is the sum of the components of ;c'. 
If x'is not satisfying any one of the above conditions then it is outside 
the reduced feasible region and we terminate the procedure. It means the 
previous integer feasible point (jc") will be integer optimum. Otherwise, we 
search next integer optimum. 
Continuing in this manner, we get an integer optimum in a finite number of 
steps. 
Theorem 
The optimal integer solution from the reduced region, obtained after 
adding NAZ cut, will always lie on the A-T cut. 
Proof 
Since NAZ cut passes through x°. 
That\s, cx>cx° = z°, where 2° <z^ j 
The proposed A-T cut at x° is 
n n 
;=i k"cS" 
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Where, S°= Set of indices of 2" integer points in tfie surrounding ofx'. 
Let x' be the next integer point and be defined as: 
; l /.I 
X ^ {a \ ,a \, ,a *) ; k s S 
The NAZ cut passes through this point is, 
c x>c x^ = z[, where z[ < z„ & z[ > z° 
And A-T cut at this point is, 
n n 
y=l k'eS' 
Since x' lies on A-T cut, then 
k'^eS" k'eS' 
7 = 1 y = l 
Where, S^  = Set of indices of 2" integer points in the surrounding of x° 
At the /"• iteration, x' is defined as: 
x' = (a f ,a *', ,a *') ; k' e S', lor I = 2,3, 
The NAZ cut passes through this point is , 
ex > ex' = z[ ; for I = 2,3 
where z | < z,; & z] > z'j~^ 
And A-T cut at this point is, 
Z 7^ " Z^/ ; for 1 = 2,3, 
7=1 k ' e S ' 
7 = 1 
It implies that, 
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ec^ k'eS' 
Where, S'- Set of indices of 2" integer points in the sun-ounding of x'"', for / 
=2,3... 
Since the value of [^•</'""'='-^ '3- Jjs increasing at each iteration and is 
less than Zy which is finite. Then after a finite number of steps we will get an 
integer optimum at the intersection of NAZ cut and A-T cut. This shows that 
our integer optimum lies on A-T cut (It is depicted in the fallowing Figure-1 
for two variable problem). 
(Optimal Integer 
Solution) 
Where, 
2°=NAZCut 
2}=NAZCutl 
z^=NAZCut2 
X* (Non-Integer Solution) 
Xi 
A-T cut z" z^ z^ Zy 
Figure-1 
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2.4 ALGORITHM 
The algorithm contains following steps: 
Step(O). Solve the LP relaxation (2.1.2) using simplex method or dual 
simplex method. If this solution is integer, stop. Otherwise, go to 
step(1). 
Step (1). We add the NAZ cut which passes through x°io reduce the 
feasible region. 
For finding the integer optimum we add A-T cut at x°and go to 
step (2). 
Step (2). Prepare the set of integer points S' at x'"' , using the proposed 
operations. Set, /=1 and check the following conditions to find the 
next integer point, 
(i) it lies on the A-T cut and its components are non-negative, 
(ii) The value of the objective function at this point lies between the 
objective function value atx'"'(integer feasible point) and the 
objective function value at x" (non-integer solution). 
(iii) It satisfies the constraints in (2.1.1). 
And go to step (3). 
Step (3). If x' is not satisfying any one of the above conditions then it is 
outside the reduced feasible region and we terminate the 
procedure. It means the previous integer feasible point (x'"') will 
be integer optimum. Otherwise, set 1=2, and 
go to step (2). 
The following example will illustrate the procedure: 
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Example 
Maximize z = 1 Sx, + 22x3 
Subject to 
17 x,+ 24 X2<102 
84 X|+76x2<399 
X, ,X2 >Oand integers 
Solution 
After solving tliis problem as a non-integer problem by using simplex 
method, we get the non-integer solution as: 
x,'=2.66, x\ =2.36 and Z„ =99.96 
Step-I: For finding minimum feasible distance 
We round off the non integer solution to the nearest four integer 
points as (2,2), ( 2,3) , (3,2) and (3,3). Now we calculate the perpendicular 
distance from these points to the objective hyper plane by using the distance 
formula. 
The distance from the point (2,2) is +0.22 
The distance from the point (2,3) is -0.02 
The distance from the point (3,2) is +0.02 
The distance from the point (3,3) is -0.22 
We discard those points for which distance is negative and check 
whether the constraints are satisfied for the points, for which the distance is 
positive. If constraints are not satisfied then discard that point. In this way, 
we get minimum feasible distance at integer feasible point (2,2). 
=> x° =(2,2) 
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i.e. x°=2, x° =2 and Z° =80 
Now, we derive Naz cut and A-T cut passing through x° respectively, 
as: 
18 x, + 22x2>80 
x,+ 2^ = 4 
Step-ll: Search for Integer Optimum 
1. Iteration 
x' =(1,3) with Z[ =84 
2. Iteration 
x ' = (0,4) with Zl =88 
Terminating point will be at (0,4) with Zj = 88 
=> x,*=0, Xj* =4 and Z*=88 
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APPENDIX-I 
NOTE: The example (given in chapter-li) was run on PENTIUM under 
Windows VERSION 98 operating system. The TURBO C^^  version 5.0 was 
used for developing the program. The program can easily solve up to five 
variables problem and takes only integer coefficients of objective function 
and constraints for the problem (2.1.1) [given in chapter-ll]. In programming 
code (C++), Jc^x',x^ are represented by Xo, X', X" , respectively and 
zl,z[,zl, are represented byZL, ZL', ZL",...., respectively. 
The example (given in chapter-ll) solved by the computer program is 
as fallows: 
« - : OUTPUT : - » 
1st Step: Minimum feasible distance at (2 2) 
=>Xo=(2 2 ) 
Xol =2 Xo2 = 2 ZL = 80 
<«-- : 2nd Step: Search for integer Optimum: —>» 
1. Iteration 
=>X'=( 1 3 ) 
ZL' = 84 
2. Iteration 
=>X"=( 0 4 ) 
ZL" = 88 
3. Iteration 
=>X"'=( 1 3 ) 
ZL'" = 84 
Terminating point will be at (0,4) with Z*=88 
^ X1*=0=>X2*=4 
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// PROGRAM BASED ON CHAPTER II 
/^•k**iK-k-k'k-k*i^****^-k-k-k-^-k-k******-k**-k-k-*^-k-k*-k****-*r***-k-k-k-k-k-)r-ir-k-k-k-^-k-k-k*-k-k* 
#include<stdio.h> 
#include<iostreain. h> 
#include<process.h> 
#include<conio.h> 
#xnclude<math.h> 
// FUNCTION DECLARATION. 
void createsetO; 
voxd createcoordmate () ; 
void ckeckmindis() ; 
void constramtssatisfy () ; 
void arrenge_z_opt() ; 
void createsets(); 
void selectcoordxnate(); 
void cal_distance(); 
void constramtssatisfys () ; 
struct optzcord 
{ 
int oz; 
m t oxc [10] ; 
}ozc[32],ansozc; 
struct distance 
{ 
float dis; 
m t xc[10] ; 
}dist[32]; 
/ / . GLOBAL VARIABLE. 
m t num,ob_fun_coeff[10],coeff_of_const[10] [10] ,b[10],num_eq,sumx; 
m t x[32] [10] ,y[l0] [2] , iteration=l; 
float x_opt[10],z_opt; 
//. . . MAIN PROGRAM START HERE 
void m a m () 
{ 
int 1,3,l,p,sum=0; 
ansozc.oz=0; 
clrscr (); 
printf ("\nThe Objective Function is like : " ) ; 
printf("\nMAX Z=cl.xl + c2.x2 + c3.x3 + " ) ; 
printf("\n\nEnter the variables (Max. Limit = 10) : " ) ; 
scanf("%d",&num); 
for (1=0; Knum; i++) 
( 
printf("\nlnput the value of c%d (Integer value) :",i+l), 
scanf("%d",&ob_fun_coeff[i]); 
} 
for (1=0; Knum; i++) 
{ 
printf("\nlnput the LPR optimum value of x%d :",i+l), 
scanf("%f",&x_opt[i]); 
if(x_opt[i]i=(int)x^opt[i]) 
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y[i] [O] = (int)x_opt [1], 
else 
y[i] [O]=x_opt[i]; 
} 
createset(); 
createcoordmate () , 
printf("\n\nEnter the LP Relaxation optimal value of objective 
function ZU="); 
scanf("%f",&z_opt); 
printf ("\n\n*** Enter the constraints * * ' * " ) ; 
printf("\nThe Number of constraints : " ) ; 
scanf("%d",&num_eq); 
for (1=0;i<num_eq;i++) 
{ 
for(]=0;]<num;]++) 
{ 
printf("\nlnput a%d%d = ",i+l,]+l); 
scanf("%d",&coeff_of_const[i] []] ) ; 
} 
printf("\n b%d = ",i+l); 
scanf ("%d",&b[i]); 
} 
cal_distance(); 
ckeckmmdis () ; 
constramtssatisf y () ; 
clrscr (); 
printf ("\n\n\t«-: OUTPUT :->>"); 
cout«"\n\n\tlst Step : Minimum feasible distance at ( "; 
for(int f=0;f<num;f++) 
cout«ozc[0) .oxc[f]«" "; 
cout«") "; 
printf ("\n\t ") ; 
printf ("\n\t=> Xo= ( " ) ; 
for(f=0;f<num;f++) 
printf("%d ",ozc[0].oxc[f]); 
printf(")\n\t"); 
for(f=0;f<nura;f++) 
printf("Xo%d= %d ",f+1,ozc [0] .oxc[f]); 
printf("\t ZL =% d ",ozc [0] .oz); 
prlntf ( "\n\n\t<<<--: 2nd Step: Search for integer optimum 
>»") ; 
printf("\n\t 
while(l) 
{ 
if{ansozc.oz>ozc[0].oz||ozc[0].oz>={int)z_opt) 
break; 
ansozc=ozc[0] ; 
sum=0; 
for(int 1=0;i<num;1++) 
sum+=ozc [0] .oxc [i]; 
sumx=sum; 
for(i=0;i<num;i++) 
y[i][O]=ozc[0].oxc[i]-l; 
createsets(); 
createcoordmate () ; 
selectcoordmate () ; 
constramtssatisf ys {) ; 
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printf("\n\n\t%d. Iteration",iteration), 
printf ("\n\t=> Xo"), 
for(int r=0;r<iteration;r++) 
printf ( ) ; 
printf("= ( " ) ; 
for(int f=0;f<num;f++) 
printf (" %d ",ozc[0].oxc[f]); 
printf(")\n\t"); 
printf (" ZL"); 
for(r=0;r<iteration;r++) 
printf ("'"); 
printf (" =% d ",ozc[0].oz); 
iteration++; 
if (iteration==10) 
break; 
if (ansozc.oz>ozc[0].oz) 
ozc [0]=ansozc; 
printf ("\n\n\tTerininating point will be at 
for(i=0;i<num;i++) 
printf (" %d ",ozc[0] .oxc[i]); 
printf (" )") ; 
printf(" with Z*=% d",ozc[0].oz); 
prlntf ( "\n\t" ) ; 
for(i=0;i<num;i++) 
printf (" => X%d*=% d",i + l,ozc[0] .oxc[i]); 
printf("\n 
" ) ; 
getch (); 
} 
//FUNCTION FOR CREATE SETS OF COORDINATE 
void createset() 
{ 
for(int 1=0;i<num;1++) 
y[i][l]=y[i][0]+l; 
} 
//FUNCTION FOR CREATE COORDINATE SET.. 
void createcoordmate () 
{ 
m t count, k; 
for(int 1=0;i<num;1++) 
{ 
count=0; 
k=0; 
for(int ]=0;]<pow(2,num);]++) 
{ 
if(k<pow(2,num)/pow(2,i+l)) 
{ 
X [ D ] [ i ] = y [ i ] [ 0 ] ; 
k++; 
} 
e l s e 
{ 
c o u n t + + ; 
x [ ] ] [ i ] = y [ i ] [ 1 ] ; 
k++; 
i f ( c o u n t = = p o w ( 2 , n u m ) / p o w ( 2 , i + l ) ) 
{ 
k=0; 
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count=0; 
) 
) 
} 
) 
) 
//FUNCTION FOR CALCULATION OF DISTANCE 
void cal_distance() 
{ 
float c_val; 
int z_val=0; 
int suin=0; 
float min_dis=0.0; 
for (int i=0;i<pow(2,num);i+ + ) 
{ c_val=0; 
sum=0; 
z_val=0; 
for(int j=0;j<num;j++) 
{ 
dist[i].xc[j]=x[i] [j] ; 
z_val+=x[i] [j]*ob_fun_coeff[j ] ; 
sum+=ob_fun_coeff[j]*ob_fun_coeff[j ] ; 
} 
c_val=pow(sum,0.5); 
min_dis=(z_opt-z_val)/c_val; 
dist[i].dis=min_dis; 
} 
} 
//FUNCTION FOR CHECKING OF MINIMUM DISTANCE 
void ckeckmindis() 
{ 
struct distance sd; 
for (int 1=0; Kpow (2 , num) ; i++) 
{ 
for (int j=0;j<pow (2,num)-i-1;j++) 
{ 
if((dist[j] .dis<=0.0&&dist[j + l] .dis>=0.0) I I (dist[j] .dis>dist[j+ 1] .di 
s)) 
{ 
sd=dist [ j]; 
dist[j]=dist [j + 1]; 
dist[j+l]=sd; 
) 
} 
} 
//change 
//FUNCTION FOR CALCULATION OF OPTIMUM Z VALUE BY 
// SATISFYING CONSTRAINTS FOR 1st ITERATION 
void constraintssatisfy() 
{ 
int z_val=0,sum=0,flag[10] ; 
for (int 1=0; Kpow (2, num) ; i++) 
for (int k=0;k<num_eq;k++) 
{sum=0; 
for (int j=0;j<num;j++) 
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sum+=coeff_of_const[k][j]*dist[i].xc[j]; 
if(sum<=b[k]) 
flag[k]=l; 
else 
flag[k]=0; 
} 
int var=0; 
for(int q=0;q<num_eq;q++) 
if(flag[q]==l) 
var++; 
if(var==num_eq) 
{ 
for(int l=0;l<num;l++) 
z_val+=ob_fun_coeff[1]*dist[i] .xc [1]; //change 
ozc[i] .oz=z__val; 
} 
else 
{ 
ozc[i].oz=0; 
) 
for (int m=0;m<nuin;m++) 
ozc [i] .oxc[m]=dist [i].xc [m] ; 
arrenge_z_opt (); 
//FUNCTION FOR CALCULATION OF OPTIMUM Z VALUE BY 
// SATISFYING CONSTRAINTS FOR 2nd,3rd... ITERATION, 
void constraintssatisfys() 
{ 
int z_val=0,sum=0,flag[10]; 
for(int i=0;i<pow(2,num);i++) 
( 
for(int k=0;k<num_eq;k++) 
{ 
sum=0; 
f o r ( i n t j=0;j<num;j++) 
s u m + = c o e f f _ o f _ c o n s t [ k ] [ j ] * x [ i ] [ j ] ; 
i f(sum<=b[k]) 
f l a g [ k ] = l ; 
e l s e 
f l a g [ k ] = 0 ; 
} 
i n t var=0; 
f o r ( i n t q=0;q<num_eq;q++) 
i f ( f l ag[q]==l ) 
var++; 
i f (var==num_eq) 
{ 
z_val=0; 
for ( i n t 1=0; Knum; 1++) 
{ 
z_va l+=ob_fun_coef f [ l ]*x[ i ] [1 ] 
} 
ozc fi] .oz=z v a l ; 
} 
e l s e 
ozc [ i ] .oz=0; 
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for(int m=0;m<num;m++) 
ozc [i] .oxc[m]=x [i] [m] ; 
arrenge_z_opt () ; 
} 
//FUNCTION FOR ARRENGING OPTIMAL Z VALUE, 
void arrenge_z_opt() 
{ 
struct optzcord opzcd; 
for(int i=0;i<pow(2,num);i++) 
for (int j=0;j<pow(2,num)-i-1;j++) 
if(ozc[j].oz<ozc[j+1].oz && ozc[j+1].oz<z_opt) //change. 
{ 
opzcd=ozc[j]; 
ozc [ j]=ozc[j + 1]; 
ozc[j+1]=opzcd; 
//FUNCTION FOR CREATE SET OF COORDINATE FOR 2nd,3rd ITERATION 
void createsets() 
( 
for (int i = 0;i<num;i + +) 
y[i] [l]=y[i] [0]+2; 
} 
//FUNCTION FOR SELECT COORDINATE SET FOR 2nd,3rd ITERATION 
void selectcoordinate() 
{ 
int suml=0,sum2=0,xx[10][10],i=0; 
suml=sumx; 
for(int j=0;j<pow(2,num);j++) 
{ 
sum2=0; 
f o r ( i n t k=0;k<num;k++) 
i f ( x [ j ] [k]>=0) 
s u m 2 + = x [ j ] [ k ] ; 
i f (suml==sum2) 
{ 
f o r ( i n t l = 0 ; l < n u m ; l + + ) 
x x [ i ] [ l ] = x [ j ] [ 1 ] ; 
i + +; 
) 
} 
f o r ( i n t in=0;m<i;m++) 
{ 
for (int s = 0;s<num;S + +) 
x [m] [s]=xx[m] [s] ; 
) 
for (int a=i;a<pow(2,num);a++) 
( 
for(int c=0;c<num;C++) 
x[a] [c]=0; 
) 
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CHAPTER-III 
OPTIMALITY 
CRITERIA FOR INTEGER 
PROGRAMMING PROBLEM 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Consider the following Integer programming problem, 
n 
Maximize ^^Y^c^x^; n = 2 
Subject to constraints, 
n 
Za„x <b, ;n=2 & i = l, 2, ,m 
(3.1) 
And x^  > 0 & integers; j = 1, 2 
Here we have developed the optimal criteria in which a geometrically 
derived cut is added after reducing the feasible region by NAZ cut. NAZ cut 
has been derived by finding the minimum perpendicular distance from the 
integer points which are inside the feasible region, to the objective surface 
passing through the non-integer solution, obtained after solving the LP 
relaxation problem of (3.1). This cut does not eliminate the optimal integer 
solution to problem (3.1) [Bari, A. & Ahmad, Q.S. (2003)]. 
To find an integer optimum from this reduced region we add the 
Geometrically Derived Cut. We have also proved that the integer optimum 
lies on this cut. 
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3.2 GEOMETRICALLY DERIVED CUT 
The LP relaxation associated with (3.1) is 
Maximize z = ^ c^Xj\ n = l 
Subject to constraints, 
Yj^.^.<h, in^l & i = l,2, ,m (3.2) 
j=i 
And x^  >0 
First we solve LP relaxation using simplex method or dual simplex 
method. Let the solution be x*. If x* is all integers then the problem (3.1) is 
solved. Otherwise we add NAZ Qxxi\cx>cx^ =z^\ which passes throughx". 
Let2° =z°, acts as a lower bound for the integer solution to the problem (3.1) 
and ex' =Zy, acts as an upper bound for (3.1). 
Assume that the co-ordinates of x" may be written as: 
0 / O 0 \ / 0 0 \ 
X = ( X | ,x^)=-{o.^,a^) 
X2 
^ X, 
G.D.CUT Z^ L Zu 
Figure -2 
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From the figure - 1 , we find the reduced feasible region OABCDO after 
adding Naz cut. We find optimal non- integer solution 
x'^[x',xl)^{a\,a\) at B, and integer feasible point 
x" = (x ° ,x J) = (cc °,« °) at O, through which Naz cut passes. Let the next 
nearest integer feasible point at Q in the reduced region be x' = [x \,x \) , 
which can be obtained by drawing a unit square OPQR. 
Now the equation of the line joining x ° and x' will be 
xl-x° = tan^ (x]-x°), where ^ = 135" 
= -1 (x,' - x ° ) 
Now, we introduce the cut in the form, 
Xx, = X « ! ;" = 2 (3.3.1) 
; = 1 7 = 1 
It is termed as Geometrically Derived (G.D.) Cut 
3.3 OPTIMAL CRITERIA FOR INTEGER OPTIMUM 
We search next integer feasible point by the following proposed 
operations: 
Our next integer feasible point will bex' = (x \,x [). 
Where, 
XI =x° -\=a \ {say) 
X 2 = X 2 + 1 = a 2 (''"'^y) 
i.e, x' ={a\ ,« r ) 
or 
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v, = x," +1 = a ]' (say) 
x] = X 2 - 1 = a 2 (•^^y) 
i.e, x' = (a [* ,a 2 ) 
If x' satisfies the following optimality criteria: 
J = l J = l J = l 
r i i ; z° <z^ < z „ 
(^iiijAx' <b 
Otherwise, x° is optimal. Continuing in this manner, we get an 
integer optimum in minimum number of steps. 
Theorem 2.1 
The total number of integer point lie on the geometrically derived 
(G.D.)cutwillbe/+1 
2 
where, / = X « " , ct" > 0 
Proof 
Since geometrically derived cut is defined by 
2 2 
J = l 1=1 
2 
For ^ a ° = 0 , we can not find G.D. cut, because it contains only one 
j=i 
integer point like (0 , 0). 
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For X ^ ° "^ '^^^ ^°^3' number of integer point lie on G.D. cut like (1,0), (0,1) 
is 2. 
2 
For ^ a " =2 ,the total number of integer point lie on G.D. cut like (2,0), (1,1) 
(0,2) is 3. 
2 
For ^ a ° =3 ,the total number of integer point lie on G.D. cut like (3,0), (2,1) 
,(1,2), (0,3) is 4. and so on . 
2 
Again for ^ a * * =/ ,the total number of integer point lie on G.D. cut like (/,0), 
(/-1,1) 
(/-2,2), , (/-p,p),...., (0,/)is/+1,for/=p. 
From the above, we have seen that the total number of integer point lie on 
G.D. cut will be/+1. 
Note 
Since at least one integer point lie on G.D. cut is out side the reduced 
region obtained after adding Naz cut and another integer point (x°) lie on 
G.D. cut through which Naz cut has been passed. It means we have to 
check at least two integer point. Then for searching next integer feasible 
point from x° , we can move up to k=l-1. 
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Theorem 2.2 
The optimum integer solution from the reduced region after adding 
NAZ cut will always lie on geometrically derived cut. 
Proof 
leix° = {x°,xl) = (a °,a 2) be the point, through which NAZ cut pass 
and let the value of objective function at x° be z° and z° < z^, where z„ is 
the value of objective function at x *. 
The geometrically derived cut at x° will be, 
Now, let the next integer feasible point x' = (x,', x^) is obtained through. 
X| = or ° - 1 =a \ (say) 
x\ =a I +\ =a [ (say) 
i.e.,x' = («,'" ,al') 
or 
xl -a ° + \ -a Y (say) 
Xj = a 2 - 1 =a [ (say) 
i.e.,x' = (or, ,a[~) 
Where , x' satisfies the following optimality criteria: 
ril; zl < z^ < z , (3-3.2) 
(I'lJAx' <b 
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If x' is not optimal then we find the next integer feasible point for at 
most k =(1-1), is obtained through, 
x' = a !*-'>" - 1 = « f" (say) 
x\ = a </-•>* +1 = a f {say) 
; _ k / k k* \ 
i.e.,x - (a, ,a2 ) 
or 
xf=«| '-"*+l =af(5ay) 
X* = a <'-'^ " - 1 = a f (^ov) 
i.e.,x* = («f* ,a* ') 
Where , x' satisfies the following optimality criteria for at most k = (1-1): 
ru ; z[-^ < z^ , < z„ (3.3.3) 
r i i M x ' <b 
From(1), (2)and(/c), 
^ Z ' ^ r ' ^ Z " ; ;« = 2 & Atmost/c= f/-y; 
Since the value of z ) [for at most k = (1-1) \s increasing and is less 
than 2„ at each iteration and x* [for at most k = (1-1) satisfies the 
constraints at each iteration. Then we have seen that (in finite no. of steps) 
the optimum integer solution from the reduced region after adding NAZ cut 
will always lie on geometrically derived cut. 
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3.4 ALGORITHM 
The algorithm contains following steps 
Step (0). Solve the L-P relaxation (3 2) using simplex method or dual 
simplex method if the solution is integer stop otherwise go to 
step(1) 
Step (1). We add the NAZ cut which passes through x°to reduce the 
feasible region For finding integer optimum solution we add 
geometrically denved cut at x" and go to step (2) 
Step (2). Using the proposed operations we have two conditions 
(a) Let X * = (a f , a **) is the next integer feasible point, iff x * is 
satisfying the optimality critena (3 3 3) Otherwise, go to step 2(b) 
(b) We set x * = (a f * , a * ) as the next integer feasible point, iff 
X * IS satisfying the optimality critena (3 3 3) And go to step (3) 
Step (3). If X * (k = 1) is not satisfying the optimality cntena (/c) then it is out 
side the reduced feasible region It means previous integer 
feasible point x * ' ' will be integer optimum Otherwise, Set k = 2 
and go to step (2a) or (2b) 
Following example will illustrate the procedure 
Example 
Max z = 36 Xi+ 38 Xa 
s t , 4 xi + 5 X2 ^ 20 
56 Xi +15 X2 < 210 
And, Xi, X2 > 0 & integers 
LP relaxation solution of the above problem obtained by simplex method is 
X,- =3 41, X2-=1 27, Zu=171 09 
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Solution 
1st Step: Minimum feasible distance at integer point (3, 1) 
^ " = ( 3 , 1) 
^ x° =3, x°=^ 2" = 146 
2nd step: For 
1. 
2. 
2. 
x' 
2 
Z 
3. 
x' 
z' 
Iteration 
x ' = ( 2 2 
= 148 
Iteration 
= ( 1 3 ) 
= 150 
Iteration 
= ( 0 4 ) 
= 152 
integer Optimum 
) 
Terminating point will be at (0, 4) with Z*=152 
=> X * = 0 and jc 2 = 4 
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APPENDIX-II 
NOTE: The example (given in chapter-ill) was run on PENTIUM under 
Windows VERSION 98 operating system. The TURBO C " version 5.0 was 
used for developing the program. The program solves only two variables 
problem and takes only integer coefficients of objective function and 
constraints for the problem (3.1) [given in chapter-Ill]. In programming code 
(C++), x^x ' ,x^ are represented by Xo, X', X",...., respectively and 
zl,z[,zl, are represented by ZL, ZL', ZL" respectively. 
The Example (given in chapter-Ill) solved by the computer program is as 
fallows: 
« - : OUTPUT : - » 
1st Step: Minimum feasible distance at (3 1) 
=>Xo=(3 1 ) 
Xol =3 Xo2 = l ZL=146 
<«-- : 2nd Step: Search for integer optimum :—>» 
1. Iteration 
=>Xo'=( 3 1 ) 
ZL'= 146 
2. Iteration 
=>Xo"=( 2 2 ) 
ZL"= 148 
3. Iteration 
=>Xo"'=( 1 3 ) 
ZL"'= 150 
4. Iteration 
=>Xo""=( 0 4 ) 
ZL""= 152 
Terminating point will be at ( 0 4 ) with Z*= 152 
=>X1*=0 =>X2*=4 
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II PROGRAM BASED ON CHAPTER III 
#include<stdio.h> 
#include<iostreain. h> 
#include<process.h> 
#include<conio.h> 
#include<math.h> 
// FUNCTION DECLARATION. 
void createset(); 
void createcoordmate () ; 
void ckeckmindis() ; 
void constramtssatisfy () ; 
void arrenge_z_opt() ; 
void cal_distance(); 
m t constraintssatisf1(); 
struct optzcord 
mt oz; 
mt oxc [2 ] ; 
}ozc[4],ansozc; 
struct distance 
( 
float dis; 
mt xc [2 ] ; 
}dist[4]; 
// GLOBAL VARIABLE. 
m t num=2, ob_fun__coef f [2] , coe f f _ o f _ c o n s t [2] [ 2 ] , b [ 2 ] , num_eq=2, sumx; 
m t x [ 4 ] [ 2 ] , y [ 4 ] [ 2 ] , i t e r a t i o n = l , xx , yy ; 
f l o a t x _ o p t [ 2 ] , z _ o p t ; 
/ / MAIN PROGRAM START HERE 
v o i d m a m () 
{ 
m t 1, ] , 1, p , sum=0; 
ansozc.oz=0; 
c l r s c r ( ) ; 
printf("\n================================================== : " ) ; 
p r m t f ( " \ n T h e Ob]ect ive Function i s l i k e : ") ; 
prmtf("\nMAX Z=cl .x l + c2 . x2 ") ; 
for (i = 0; Knum; i + +) 
{ 
printf("\nlnput the value of c%d (Integer value) :",i+l); 
scant("%d",&ob_fun_coeff[i]); 
} 
for (i = 0;i<num;i + +) 
{ 
printf ("\nlnput the LPR optimum value of x%d :",i + l); 
scant("%f",&x_opt[i]); 
if(x_opt[i]i=(int)x_opt[i]) 
y[i] [0] = {mt)x_opt [i] ; 
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=== • " \ 
It . 
e l s e 
y [ i ] [ O ] = x _ o p t [ i ] ; 
) 
printf("\n========================-========================= : " ) ; 
createset(); 
createcoordinate (); 
printf("\n\nEnter the LP Relaxation optimal value of objective 
function ZU="); 
scanf ("%f",&z_opt); 
printf ("\n\n*** Enter the constraints * * * " ) ; 
for (i=0; i<num__eq; i++) 
{ 
for (3 = 0;]<num;]++) 
{ 
printf ("\nlnput a%d%d = ",i + l,] + l); 
scant {"%d",Scoeff_of_const[i] []]) ; 
} 
printf ("\n b%d = ",i + l); 
scant ("%d",&b[i]); 
printf("\n================================================== 
) 
cal_distance(); 
ckeckmindis(); 
constramtssdtisf y ( ; 
clrscr (); 
printf("\n================================================== 
printf {"\n\n\t<<-: OUTPUT :->>"); 
cout<<"\n\n\tlst Step : Minimum feasible distance at { 
fordnt f=0; f<num; f+ + ) 
cout«ozc[0] .oxc[f]<<" 
cout«") "; 
printf ("\n\t ") ; 
printf ("\n\t=> Xo= ( "i; 
for (f=0;f<num;f++) 
printf ("%d ",ozc[0] .oxc[f]); 
printf (")\n\t"); 
for (f=0;f<num;f++) 
printf("Xo%d = %d ",f-1,ozc[0].oxc[f]); 
printf {"\t ZL =% d ",ozc[0] .oz); 
prlntf ( "\n\n\t<<<--: 2nd Step: Search for mreger optimum :-->>>' 
printf ("\n\t ") ; 
m t x=0; 
//ansozc=ozc[Oj; 
while(l){ 
// if (ansozc. oz>ozc [0 . oz | I ozc [0] . oz>= ( mt ) z__opt) 
// break; 
// ansozc=ozc [0]; 
x=0; 
If(x==0){ 
xx=ozc[0].oxc[0]-l; 
yy=ozc[0].oxc[l]+l; 
if (xx>=0&&yy>=0) 
x=constraintssatisf1() ; 
} 
If (x==0) { 
xx=ozc[0].oxc[0]+l; 
yy=ozc[0].oxc[l]-l; 
if {xx>=0&&yy>=0) 
x=constraintssatisf1 ) ; 
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printf("\n\n\t%d. Iteration",iteration); 
printf("\n\t=> Xo"); 
for(int r=0;r<iteration;r++) 
printf("'"); 
printf("= ( " ) ; 
fordnt f=0; f<num;f++) 
printf(" %d ",ozc[0].oxc[f]); 
printf (")\n\t"); 
printf(" ZL"); 
for (r=0;r<iteration;r++) 
printf (•"") ; 
printf(" =% d ",ozc[0].oz); 
iteration++; 
if (ansozc.oz>ozc [0] .oz && ansozc. oz<= (mt) z__opt) 
ozc[0]=ansozc; 
else 
break; 
if(iteration==10) 
break; 
} 
printf("\n\n\tTerminating point will be at ( " ) ; 
for(i=0;i<num;i++) 
printf (" %d ",ozc[0] .oxc[i]); 
printf(" )"); 
printf(" with Z*=% d",ozc[0].oz); 
printf("\n\t"); 
for (1=0; i<nuin; i++) 
printf (" => X%d*=% d",i+l,ozc[0] .oxc[i]); 
getch (); 
//FUNCTION FOR CREATE SETS OF COORDINATE, 
void createset () 
for(int 1=0;i<num;i+H 
y[i] [l]=y[i] [0]+l; 
//FUNCTION FOR CREATE COORDINATE SET... 
void createcoordmate () 
{ 
m t count, k; 
fordnt 1=0; i<nuin; 1++) 
{ 
count=0; 
k=0; 
f o r ( i n t ] = 0 ; ] < p o w ( 2 , n u m ) ; ] + + ) 
{ 
i f ( k < p o w ( 2 , n u m ) / p o w ( 2 , i + l ) ) 
{ 
x [ D ] [ i ] = y [ i ] [ 0 ] ; 
k++; 
) 
e l s e 
{ 
c o u n t + + ; 
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x[j] [ i ] = y [ i ] [ 1 ] ; 
k++; 
i f ( c o u n t = = p o w ( 2 , n u m ) / p o w ( 2 , i + l ) ) 
{ 
k=0; 
c o u n t = 0 ; 
} 
) 
} 
} 
) 
//FUNCTION FOR CALCULATION OF DISTANCE.. . . 
v o i d c a l _ c i i s t a n c e () 
{ 
f l o a t c_val ; 
m t z_val=0; 
m t sum=0; 
f l o a t min_dis=0. O; 
f o r ( l n t 1=0;i<pow(2,num);1++) 
{ c_val=0; 
sum=0; 
z_val=0; 
f o r ( i n t 3=0n<num;]++) 
{ 
d i s t [ i ] . x c [ ] ] = x [ i ] [ ] ] ; 
z_va l+=x[1 ] [ ] ]*ob_fun_coe f f [ ] ] ; 
sum+=ob_fun_coeff[]]*ob_fun_coeff[3]; 
} 
c_val=pow(sum,0.5); 
min_dis= (z_opt-z__val) / c _ v a l ; 
d i s t [1] .dis=min d i s ; 
//FUNCTION FOR CHECKING OF MINIMUM DISTANCE, 
void ckeckmindis{) 
{ 
struct distance sd; 
for(int 1=0;i<pow(2,num);1++) 
{ 
for (int 3=0;]<pow(2,num)-i-l;3++) 
if ( (dist[3].dis<=0&&dist[3 + l].dis>=0) | | (dist[3].dis>dist [3 + I] .dis) 
{ 
sd=dist[3]; 
dist[3]=dist[3+I]; 
dist[3+I]=sd; 
) 
) 
1 
//change 
//FUNCTION FOR CALCULATION OF OPTIMUM Z VALUE BY 
// SATISFYING CONSTRAINTS FOR 1st ITERATION 
void constramtssatisfy () 
1 
m t z_val=0, sum=0, flag[10] ; 
f o r ( i n t 1 = 0 ; i < p o w ( 2 , n u m ) ; 1 + + ) 
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{ 
f o r { i n t k=0;k<num_eq;k++) 
{ suin=0, 
f o r { i n t 3=0 ; ]<num; ]++) 
sum+=coef f__of_const [k] [] ] * d i s t [x] . x c [3 ] ; 
i f ( s u m < = b [ k ] ) 
f l a g [ k ] = l ; 
e l s e 
f l a g [ k ] = 0 ; 
1 
i n t v a r = 0 ; 
f o r { i n t q=0;q<num_eq;q++) 
i f ( f l a g [ q ] = = l ) 
v a r + + ; 
i f ( v a r = = n u m _ e q ) 
{ 
f o r ( i n t l = 0 ; l < n u m ; l + + ) 
z_val+=ob_fun_coeff[1]*dist[1] .xc [1]; //change 
ozc[i].oz=z_val; 
) 
else 
{ 
ozc [1] .oz=0; 
} 
f o r ( i n t m=0;m<num;m++) 
o z c [1] . oxc [m] = d i s t [1] . xc [in] ; 
} 
a r r e n g e _ z _ o p t ( ) ; 
) 
m t c o n s t r a m t s s a t i s f 1 () 
{ 
i n t z _ v a l = 0 , s u m = 0 , f l a g [ 2 ] ; 
f o r ( i n t k=0;k<nuin eq ;k++) 
{ sui i i=0; 
s u m + = c o e f f _ o f _ c o n s t [ k ] [ 0 ] * x x ; 
s u m + = c o e f f _ o f _ c o n s t [ k ] [ l ] * y y ; 
i f ( s u m < = b [ k ] ) 
f l a g [ k ] = l ; 
e l s e 
f l a g [ k ] = 0 ; 
} 
m t v a r = 0 ; 
for(int q=0;q<num_eq;q++) 
if{flag[g]==l) 
var++; 
if(var==num_eq) 
1 z__val = 0; 
z_val+=ob_fun_coeff[0]*xx; //change 
z_val+=ob_fun_coeff[1]*yy; //change 
if{ozc[0].oz<=z_val){ 
ansozc.oz=z_val; 
ansozc.oxc[0]=xx; 
ansozc.oxc[1]=yy; 
return 1; 
) 
else 
return 0; 
} 
else 
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return 0; 
//FUNCTION FOR ARRENGING OPTIMAL Z VALUE 
void arrenge_z_opt() 
( 
struct optzcord opzcd; 
for(int i=0;i<pow(2,num);i++) 
1 
for(int j=0;j<pow(2,num)-i-1;j++){ 
if (ozc[ j].oz<ozc[j + 1].oz && ozc [ j + 1] .oz<(int)z_opt) 
//change.... 
{ 
opzcd=ozc[j]; 
ozc[j]=ozc[j+1]; 
ozc[j+1]=opzcd; 
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CHAPTER-IV 
A NEW APPROACH FOR 
SOLVING MIXED INTEGER 
LINEAR PROGRAMMING PROBLEM 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
An integer linear programming problem is simply a linear program in 
which some or all of the variables are restricted to integer values, if all the 
variables must assume only integer values, then the problem is called a pure 
integer programming model, whereas if some of the variables are restricted 
to integer values and other remains continuous variables, then the problem 
is referred to as a mixed integer programming model. 
Consider the following two variables mixed integer linear 
programming problem (MILPP), 
Maximize Z=cx + dy 
Subject to Ax + Ey<b 
j > 0 & integer (4.1) 
where, ^ is wxi vector, £• is mx\ vector,Z; is 
mxivector, c is 1x1 vector, and d \s 1x1 vector. 
The linear programming problem derived by omitting all the integer 
resthctions on the variables is called the linear programming relaxation (LP 
relaxation). The LP relaxation associated with MILPP (4.1) is 
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Maximize Z = cx + dy 
Subject to Ax + Ey<b 
X > 0 (4.2) 
y>Q 
There are several algorithms to solve MILPP (4.1), like cutting plane 
algorithms given by Gomory, R.E.(1960 b), Dakin, R.J. (1965) and Dalton, 
R.E., & Llewellyn, R.W. (1966) etc., and enumeration techniques given by 
Driebeck (1966), and Taha, H.A. (1971), etc. 
Here we have developed a new approach to reach a mixed integer 
solution after solving the LP relaxation (4.2). To find a mixed integer 
optimum, we have derived two cuts after defining the two conditions. 
4.2 PROCEDURE 
First we solve the LP relaxation (4.2), using simplex method or dual 
simplex method. Let the solution beF = ( x ' , y ' ) . If x ' is integer, then 
terminate the procedure. Otherwise, let the values of x' and y' as, 
• • r • 1 r 
X = a - [ « ] + / , 
where, [«*] and [/?*] are integer parts of«* and /?' respectively. / , and f^ 
are fractional parts of a' and P' respectively. For finding the mix-integer 
solution to MILPP (4.1), we use the following new approach. Now, the 
nearest integer values to x'wili be 
•^i'=[^*] & -x* =[« ' ] +1 = (a*) 
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where [/] is the largest integer less than or equal to / and</) is the smallest 
integer greater than or equal to t With such bi-fractions we get the set of the 
two mixed integer points in the surrounding of the non-integer solution x* in 
the form, 
(i) ( [a'], /3' ), It IS termed as x° and it is inside the feasible region 
(ii) ( («•>, fi' ), It IS termed as x and it is outside the feasible region 
According to these two points we have two conditions for selection of the 
cuts and then their solution procedure 
1 If both [a'] and [P'] are greater than zero, then we have the mixed-
integer point inside the feasible region i e x" (feasible point) 
otherwise, 
2 If any one of the [a'] and [fi'] is zero, then we have the mixed 
integer point outside the region i e x (infeasible point) 
Now, we consider the condition-1 
4.3 CONDITION-1 
In this condition, we have denved the cut-l and obtained the optimality 
cntena for mixed integer optimum 
4.3.1 Derivation of Cut-l 
A plane passing through x°, and parallel to the objective hyper plane 
will be 
cx + dy = c[a'] + d/^' 
= cx°+dy° .where x'=[a'] and y°=j3' 
= z;(say) 
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Clearly Z° < Z' , where Z* =cx' +dy' is the objective function 
value at non-integer solution (3c'). 
Now we introduce the cut-l as, 
cx + dy>Zl Cut-l 
After adding this cut to the LP relaxation (4.2), we will find a mixed 
integer optimum using the following optimality criteria. 
4.3.2 Optimality Criteria 
For finding an integer optimum from feasible pointx**, we use the 
following operations. 
In x" == ( x^, y" ) we fix x° and increase y°. Now, our 
next integer point will be, x^  = (x°,y'), 
Where, y'=y'''+X for 7 = 1,2, 
We may take any value of X between .05 to .1, but here we fix 2 as 
.05. Because, with X = .05 we can achieve optimum solution in a minimum 
number of steps. 
X* ^{x°,y'') is optimal , if x* ( k = 1,2, ...,) satisfies the following optimality 
criteria: 
(i). Zf'' < Zl < r 
(ii) ^x" ^Ey"" <h 
Otherwise, we choose the following condition - 2, 
4.4 CONDITION - 2 
In this condition, we have derived the cut-ll and obtained the 
optimality criteria for integer optimum. 
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4.4.1 Derivation of Cut-ll 
A plane passing through x', and parallel to the objective hyper plane 
will be 
cx + dy = c(a') + d.fi' 
- cjc'+(i>'°, where x'=/«*\ and ^'''^Z?* 
= ^'v (say) 
Clearly, Z[, > Z', where Z* = ex' + dy' is the objective function value 
at non-integer solution (x"). Now the cut-ll will be, 
cx + dy<Z[i Cut-ll 
After adding this cut to the LP relaxation (2), we will find a mixed-
integer optimum, using the following optimality criteria. 
4.4.2 Optimality Criteria 
For finding an integer optimum from an infeasible point (x ), we use 
the following operations. 
In x' = ( X , y° ) we fix x' and decrease y°. Now, our next integer 
point will be, x ' ^(x',;;') 
Where, >^'=y' ' -A,for / = 1,2...., and ^  = 0.05 
x ' '=(x ' ,y) is optimal, if x ' (I = 1,2,....) satisfies the following 
optimality criteria: 
(i) Z'u>r>Z' (4 4^  
1, r,, ' (ii) Ax'+Ey' < b 
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4.5 ALGORITHM 
The algorithm consists of the following steps 
Step(O): Solve the LP relaxation (4 2) using simplex method or dual simplex 
method If the solution is integer, terminate the procedure OthenA/ise 
go to step (1) 
Step(1): Define two conditions according to the set of two mixed 
integer points If we have the condition-!, then go to step 2 (a) , 
otherwise go to step 3 (a) 
Step (2) (a) For finding a mixed integer optimum, we add the cut-l derived 
at x° to the LP relaxation (4 2) and go to step 2(b) 
2(b) Using the proposed operations, x^ =(x°,y^) is the mixed-
integer optimum, if x^{^,2, ) satisfying the optimality critena 
(4 3) otherwise, go to step 2(c) 
2(c) if v^  IS not satisfying the optimality cntena (4 3), then the 
previous mixed integer feasible point x"^"'' will be mixed-integer 
optimum 
OR 
Step (3) (a) For finding a mixed integer optimum, we add the cut-ll denved 
at x' to the LP relaxation (2)and go to step 3(b) 
3(b) Using the proposed operations, x' =(jc',y)is a mixed-integer 
optimum, if x'{l= 1,2, ) satisfying the optimality cntena (4 4) 
Otherwise, go to step 3(c) 
3(c) If x^s not satisfying the optimality cntena (4 4), then the next 
mixed integer feasible point x*'^'^ will be mixed-integer optimum 
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Following examples will illustrate the procedure 
Example 1 
Max Z = 2x + 'iy 
Subject to, 
5x + 2y<\5 
\\x + 20y<55 
A: > 0 & integer 
y>Q 
LP relaxation solution of the above problem obtained by simplex method is 
x*=2.3] , / = 1 . 4 7 Z"=9.06 
Solution 
We have the condition -1 , since integer parts of x'and ;;* are greater 
than zero 
1^*Step: Mixed integer feasible point F =( 2, 1 47 ) 
^x° =2, / = 1 4 7 with z ; = 8 41 
Now we add the following cut to the above problem, 
2x+3y>8 41 
2"^ * Step: For Mixed integer optimum 
1. iteration 
x' (feasible) = ( 2 , 1 52 ) with Z] = 8 56 
2. iteration 
x ' (feasible) =( 2 , 1 57 ) with Z/ =8 71 
3. iteration 
r (feasible) = ( 2 , 1 62 ) with Z^ = 8 86 
4. iteration 
x' {feasible & optimum) =( 2 , 1 67 ) with z ; =9 01 
Terminating point will be at ( 2 ,1 67 ) with Z^ =9 01 
^ x>' =2, y' =167 and Z*=9 01 
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Example 2 
Max Z = 4x + 5y 
Subject to x + 4y<5 
3x + 2y<7 
.r > 0 & integer 
>'>0 
LP relaxation solution of the above problem obtained by simplex method is. 
x*=1.8, / = 0 . 8 , Z'=11.2. 
Solution 
we have Condition-2 since integer part of y' is zero. 
1^'step: Mixed integer infeasible point Jc'=(2,0.8) 
=>x'=2, y' =0.8 with Z'^ =12 
Now we add the following cut to the above problem, 
4x+5y<12 
2"'' step : For mixed integer optimum; 
1. iteration 
x'(infeasible) =( 2 , 0.75 ) with Z,] = 11.75 
2. iteration 
x ' {infeasible) =( 2 , 0.7 ) with Z[^ = 11.5 
3. iteration 
x^(infeasible) =( 2 , 0.65 ) with Z,'; = 11.25 
4. iteration 
X* (infeasible) =( 2 , 0.6) with Z^; = 11.0 
5. iteration 
x^ (infeasible) = (2 , 0.55 ) with Zy = 10.75 
6. iteration 
x\feasible & optimum) = ( 2 ,0.5 ) with Z'^  = 10.5 
Terminating point will be at ( 2 ,0.5 ) with Z^ = 10.5 
^ X* =2 , y' =0.5 and Z*=10.5 
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APPENDIX-III 
NOTE. The examples (given in chapter-IV) were run on PENTIUI\/I under 
Windows VERSION 98 operating system. The TURBO 0^^ version 5.0 was 
used for developing the program. The Computer program solves only two 
variables problem and takes only integer coefficients of objective function 
and constraints for the problem (4.1)[given in chapter-IV]. In programming 
code (C++), x^x',A•^ are represented by Xo,X',X", .respectively 
,zl,z\,zl, are represented by ZL ,ZL', ZL", , respectively and also 
feasible point x° and infeasible point x' are represented by Xo and oX 
respectively. 
The Examples (given in chapter-IV) solved by the computer program 
are as fallows: 
Out put for Example 1 
« - : OUTPUT : - » 
1st Step : feasible point =( 2 1.47 ) 
=>Xo=(2.00 1.47 ) 
Xol =2.00 Xo2=1.47 ZL=8.41 
< « --: 2nd Step: Search for integer optimum :-->» 
Terminating point will be at ( 2.00 1.62 ) withZ*=8.86 
=> XI*= 2.00 => X2*= 1.62 Z*=8.86 
Out put for example 2 
« - : OUTPUT : - » 
1st Step: Infeasible point =( 2 0.8 ) 
=>oX=(2.00 0.80 ) 
oXl = 2.00 oX2 = 0.80 ZU =12.00 
<«—: 2nd Step: Search for integer optimum :—>» 
Terminating point will be at ( 2.00 0.50 ) withZ*=10.50 
=> XI *= 2.00 => X2*= 0.50 Z*=10.50 
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// PROGRAM BASED ON CHAPTER - IV 
#include<stdio.h> 
#include<iogtream.h> 
#include<process.h> 
#xnclude<conio.h> 
#include<math.h> 
// FUNCTION DECLARATION 
void createset(); 
void createsets(); 
void constraintssatisfy(); 
void constramtssatisf ys () ; 
struct optzcord 
{ 
float oz; 
float oxc[2]; 
)ozc[2],ansozc; 
II.... GLOBAL VARIABLE 
m t num=2,ob_fun_coeff[2],coeff_of_const[2] [2] ,b[2] ,num_eq=2,sumx; 
int iteration=l,xx,yy,flag=l,eq_sat=0,uuu=0; 
float x[2] [2] ,y[2] [2],x_opt[2],z_opt,incr=0.05; 
II.... MAIN PROGRAM START HERE 
void m a m () 
{ 
m t i,],l,p; 
//float sum=0.0; 
ansozc.oz=0.0; 
clrscr(); 
printf("\n===================================================== : " ) ; 
printf("\nThe Objective Function is like : " ) ; 
prmtf("\nMAX Z=cl.xl + c2. x2 " ) ; 
printf("\n===================================================== : " ) ; 
for (1=0;i<num;i + +) 
{ 
printf("\nlnput the value of c%d (Integer value) :",i+l); 
scanf("%d",&ob_fun_coeff[i]); 
) 
printf ( "\n===================================================== : " ) ; 
for(i=0;a<num;i++) 
{ 
printf ("\nlnput the LPR optimum value of x%d :",i+l); 
scanf("%f",&x_opt[i]); 
} 
for (1 = 0; Knum; i + +) { 
if((int)x_opt[i]==0){ 
flag=2; 
break; 
printf ("\n=================================================== : " ) ; 
createset (); 
prmtf ("\n\nEnter the LP Relaxation optimal value of objective 
function Z="); 
scanf("%f",&z_opt); 
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p r m t f ( "\n======================== ============== 
p r i n t f ("\n\n*** Enter the c o n s t r a i n t s * * * " ) ; 
for (1=0; i<nuin_eq; i++) 
{ 
f o r ( ]=0; j<num; j++] 
{ 
p r m t f ( " \n lnpu t a%d%d = " , i + l , ] + l) 
s canf ( "%d" ,&coef f_of_cons t [ i ] [3 ] ) ; 
} 
p r m t f ("\n b%d = " , i + l ) ; 
s canf ( "%d" ,&b[ i ] ) ; 
p r m t f ("\n====================================== 
} 
i f ( f l a g = = l ) 
c o n s t r a i n t s s a t i s f y { ) ; 
e l s e i f ( f lag==2) 
c o n s t r a m t s s a t i s f y s () ; 
c l r s c r ( ) ; 
p r m t f ("\n================================== 
p r m t f ( " \ n \ n \ t « - : OUTPUT : - » " ) ; 
I f ( f l a g = = l ) { 
cout<<"\n\n\tlst Step : feasible point =( 
for(int f=0;f<num;f++) 
c o u t « o z c [ 0 ] . o x c [ f ] « " "; 
c o u t « " ) "; 
p r m t f ( " \ n \ t ") ; 
p r m t f (" \n \ t=> Xo= ( ") ; 
for(f=0;f<num;f++) 
p r m t f ("%.2f " ,ozc [0 ] .oxc[f ] ) ; 
p r m t f ( " ) \ n \ t " ) ; 
for (f=0;f<num;f++) 
p r m t f ("Xo%d = %.2f " , f+1, ozc [0] . oxc [ f ] ) ; 
p r m t f ( " \ t ZL =%.2f " , ozc [0] . oz) ; 
e l s e i f ( f l ag==2){ 
c o u t « " \ n \ n \ t l s t Step : I n f e a s i b l e p o i n t ={ 
f o r d n t f=0;f<num;f++) 
cout<<ozc[0] .oxc[ f ]<<" "; 
c o u t « " ) "; 
p r m t f {"\n\t ") ; 
p r m t f ("\n\t=>oX= ( " ) ; 
for(f=0;f<num;f++) 
p r m t f ("%.2f " ,ozc [0 ] .oxc[ f ] ) ; 
p r m t f ( " ) \ n \ t " ) ; 
for(f=0;f<num;f++) 
prmtf("oX%d = %.2f " , f+1, ozc [0] . oxc [f ] ) ; 
p r m t f ( " \ t ZU =%.2f " , ozc [0] . oz) ; 
} 
p r m t f ( " \ n \ n \ t < « — : 2nd Step: Search for i n t e g e r optimum :—>>>"); 
p r m t f ( " \ n \ t ") ; 
ansozc=ozc [0] ; 
m t x=0; 
I f ( f l a g = = l ) { 
w h i l e ( l ) { 
createsets(); 
constraintssatisfy(); 
if(ozc[0] .oz<ozc[1] .oz && ozc[1] .oz<z_opt ) 
ozc[0].oz=ozc[l].oz; 
if (ozc[0].oz>ansozc.oz && ozc[0] .oz<z_opt) 
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ansozc=ozc [0]; 
else 
break; 
} 
) 
if(flag==21( 
while(l){ 
createsets (); 
constraintssatisfys(); 
if(ozc[0].oz<ansozc.oz 
ansozc=ozc [0]; 
else 
break; 
if(eq_sat==l) 
break; 
printf ("\n\n\tTerminating point will be at 
for(1=0;i<num;i++) 
printf (" %.2f ",ansozc.oxc [i]); 
printf(" )"); 
printf(" with Z*=%.2f",ansozc.oz); 
printf("\n\t"); 
for (1=0; Knum; i++) 
printf (" => X%d* 
printf("\t Z*=%.2f",ansozc.oz); 
printf ("\n===================== 
getch(); 
( ") 
.2f",1+1,ansozc.oxc[i]); 
//FUNCTION FOR CREATE SETS OF COORDINATE, 
void createset i) 
{ 
Y[01 [0] = (int)x_opt[01; 
y[l][O]=(int)x_opt[0]+1; 
y[0] [l]=x___opt[l]; 
y[l][l]=x_opt[l]; 
void createsets () 
{ if(flag==l){ 
y [ 0 ] [ 0 ] = ( i n t ) a n s o z c . o x c [ 0 ] 
y [ 0 ] [ 1 ] = a n s o z c . o x c [ 1 ] + i n c r 
y [ l ] [ 0 ] = ( i n t ) a n s o z c . o x c [ 0 ] 
y [ l ] [ l ] = y [ 0 ] [ l ] + i n c r ; 
e l s e i f ( f l a g = = 2 ) { 
y [ 0 ] [ 0 ] = ( i n t ) a n s o z c . o x c [ 0 ] 
y [ 0 ] [1] = a n s o z c . o x c [ 1 ] - m c r 
y l l ] [0] = ( m t ) a n s o z c . o x c l O ] 
y [ l ] [ l ] = y [ 0 ] [ l ] - i n c r ; 
//FUNCTION FOR CALCULATION OF OPTIMUM Z VALUE BY 
/ / SATISFYING CONSTRAINTS FOR 1 s t ITERATION 
v o i d c o n s t r a i n t s s a t i s f y ( ) 
f l o a t z _ v a l = 0 . 0 , s u m = 0 . 0 ; 
m t f g [ 2 ] ; 
f o r ( i n t 1=0; i<num;1++) 
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f o r ( i n t k=0,k<num_eq;k++) 
(sum=0.0; 
f o r ( i n t 3=0;3<num;3++) 
sum+=coeff_of_const [k][3]*y[ i ][3] ; 
if(sum<=b[k]) 
f g [ k ] = l ; 
e l s e 
fg[k]=0; 
} 
m t var=0; 
f o r ( i n t q=0;q<num_eq,-q++) { 
i f (fg[q]==l) 
var++; 
} 
i f (var==nuin_eq) 
{ 
f o r ( i n t l=0;l<num;l++) 
z_val+=ob_fun_coeff[1]*y[1][1]; //change 
ozc[i].oz=z_val; 
for(int ni=0;in<num;m++) 
ozcli].oxc[m]=yli][m]; 
} 
else 
ozc [1] .oz=0.0; 
void c o n s t r a i n t s s a t i s f y s { ) 
{ 
eq_sat=0; 
f l o a t z__val=0 . 0, sum=0 . 0; 
m t fg [2] , var=0; 
f o r ( i n t 1=0;i<num;1++) 
{ 
f o r ( i n t k=0;k<num_eq;k++) 
{suin=0.0; 
f o r ( i n t ]=0;]<num;]++) 
sum+=coef f_of_cons t [k] [3]*y[1] [3] ; 
if(sum>b[k]) 
f g [ k ] = l ; 
e l s e 
fg[k]=0; 
} 
var=0; 
f o r ( i n t q=0; q<nuin_eq; q++) { 
I f ( fg [q ]== l ) 
var++; 
} 
z_val=0.0; 
f o r d n t l=0;l<num;l++) 
z_val+=ob_fun_coef f [1]*y[1] [1] ; / / c h a n g e 
ozc [1 ] .oz=z_va l ; 
f o r { i n t m=0;m<num;m++) 
ozc[1] .oxc[m]=y[1] [m] ; 
i f{var==0 && ozc [1] .oz<z_opt) 
e q _ s a t = l ; 
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if{uuu==0){ 
if( (ozc[0] .oz<ozc[l] .oz) I |ozc[l] .oz>2_opt && 
ozc [0] .oz>z_opt && ozc[0] .oz>ozc[1] .oz) 
ozc [0]=ozc[1]; 
uuu=l; 
) 
else { 
i f ( ( o z c [ 0 ] . o z > o z c [ l ] . o z ) M o z c [ l ] . o z > z _ o p t && 
o z c [0] . o z > z _ o p t && o z c [ 0 ] . o z > o z c [ 1] .oz) 
o z c [ 0 ] = o z c [ 1 ] ; 
} 
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CHAPTER-V 
A HEURISTIC APPROACH 
FOR SOLVING MULTI OBJECTIVE 
LINEAR INTEGER PROGRAMMING PROBLEM 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
The linear and non-linear programmings are characterized by the 
optimization of a single objective function. But there are many real life 
situations where systems may have multiple, possibly conflicting, objectives 
to be attained subject to some constraints. In such situations, it may be 
impossible to find a single solution that optimizes all the conflicting objectives 
at the same time. When this type of situation is put into mathematical 
programming format, it is called multi-objective programming (MOPP). The 
multi-objective programming problem has been useful in many fields 
including economics, operations research, statistics and control theory. 
Consider the following multi-objective linear integer-programming problem 
(MOLIPP). 
Maximize {^,,^2' '^ i l 
Subject to/ix < Z) (5.1) 
x>0 and integer 
Where x = (x^,x2 x j is the vector of decision variables. 
A is an m X n matrix, 
b is an m-vector. 
And z, =Xs^y'® ^^^ ''^  linear objective function for i = 1, 2, 
7 = 1 
, k > 2 
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The MOLP relaxation associated with (5 1) is 
Maximize {z^,Zj, , z j 
Subject to Ax<b (5 2) 
x>Q 
There are several methods for solving multi-objective linear 
programming problem, like utility theory [Knee, R L and Raiffa, H (1976)], 
analytic hierarchy process [Saaty, T (1980)], the out ranking method [Roy, 
B (1973)] and transformation or deletion method etc Recently evolutionary 
algorithms (E As) like Genetic algonthm (GA) and evolution strategies (ES) 
demonstrated their ability for solving both single and multi-objective problem 
[Zitler, E andThiele, L (1999)] 
Here we have developed a new approach in which multi objective 
linear integer programming problem is converted into single objective linear 
integer programming problem To find an integer optimum for multi-objective 
linear integer programming problem, we have developed special cuts for 
solving single objective linear integer programming problem 
5.2 CONVERSION OF MOLIPP IN TO SINGLE OBJECTIVE 
LIPP 
We have converted the MOLIPP into the single objective LIPP using 
the following procedure First of all, we rank the objectives in order of their 
preference The optimum solution x*is then found by maximizing the 
objectives function starting with the most important one and proceeding 
according to the order of importance of the objectives 
Let z, and z^  denote the most and least important objective functions, 
respectively, then the first problem is formulated as. 
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Maximize z, =X!'^i/^/ 
Subject to ^x < Z) (5 3 1) 
j c > 0 
Let the solution be x''* If x^ * is all integer then it is treated asx 
othen/vise, Let the p'^  component of x *^ be non integer with valuex''' =aj,' 
The nearest integer solution to x *^ are JC,'''=[«),'] and 
r^ ^ = [ < ] + ! = « ; 
Where [t] is the largest integer less than or equal to t and (t) is the 
smallest integer greater than or equal to t With such bi-fractions we get 2" 
integer points in the surrounding of x *^ Denote the set of indices of these 2" 
points by T^  We select the integer feasible point x ^{T]<2") in set T^  by 
satisfying the constraints Now we search the Integer feasible point (sayx' ) 
in X^'^{TJ<2"), which has maximum value of objective function and is less 
than objective function value at non-integer solution 
Let at x' the objective function value is z" 
le X*^!/^' •^^ 1° and it IS less than z'* =^C|^x'* 
Clearly, z° < z'* 
Now, we will introduce the cut in the form, 
Xc„v, >z: (5 3 2) 
Now we will search a solution for the second problem with added 
constraint The second problem can be formulated as 
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Max z2=X^2r^ 
Subject to Ax<b 
Xc„x^>z° (5.3.3) 
We add this constraint because we don't want any integer solution below 
Zj (as Zj is our first priority) [Bari, A. and Ahmad, Q.S. (2003)]. This Process 
th is repeated until all the k objectives have been considered, the / problem 
is given by 
n 
Max z, =Xc , jX , ,i = l,2, , k > 2 
Subject to Ax<b 
f^c^^x^yz'; ,forl = \,2, , / - l (5.3.4) 
x>0 
Now, we have the single objective LIPP as: 
n 
Max z, = X C j X j ,i = l,2, , k > 2 
Subject to Ax<b 
Y,c,jX, >z; Jorl = \,2, , /^l (5.3.5) 
jc>0 and integer 
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5.2.1 Derivation of Special Cuts for Single Objective LIPP 
We have considered a single objective LIPP (5.3.5). First we solve the 
single objective LP relaxation associated with (5.3.5) using simplex method 
or dual simplex method. Let the solution be xV If x* is integer then the 
problem (5.3.5) is solved. Otherwise, we have derived two special cuts by 
the following procedure and added to the problem (5.3.5). 
Let the p'^  component of x'be non integer with value x'' =a' The 
nearest integer solution to x' are xC = [a'^] and xf = [«*] + l = (a'\. With such 
bi-fractions we get 2" integer points in the surrounding of x' . Denote the set 
of indices of these 2" points byS°' We select the integer feasible point 
X'{T<2") in the set 5°by satisfying the constraints. Now we search the 
0 
Integer feasible point (sayx ) in x'(r<2"), which has maximum value of 
objective function and is less than objective function value at non-integer 
solution. 
Let at x° the objective function value is z° . 
i.e. ^Cyx''=z,'' and itis less thanz,,, =^c,^x*, for i = l,2 , k > 2 
Clearly, z,° < z,„ 
Now, we will introduce the cut in the form, 
Xc,x^ >z: fori = 1,2 , k > 2 (5.4.1) 
Letz° ==z", acts as a lower bound for the integer solution to the 
problem (5.3.5) and Zj^, acts as an upper bound for the problem (5.3.5). 
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Let x° be defined as: 
x° - r a f . a f ,« :" ; ;T°eS° ^5.4.2^ 
Where S°=Set of indices of 2" integer points in the surrounding of the non-
integer solution X*. 
Now to find the integer optimum solution we add another cut atx°. 
t-> - i< (5.4.3) 
J= l T ° e S ° 
J = l 
It is termed as A-T cut. 
5.2.2 Search for Integer Optimum 
To find integer optimum we proceed as follows: 
For each ccj" in (5.4.2) we write as: 
«;, =«; -1 
for T° £ S° ;j = \,2, n 
With such operations we again get 2" integer points in the surrounding ofx°. 
Let 5' be the Set of indices of 2" integer points in the surrounding ofx°. 
Ignore those integer points in set S^  which have already been selected in S 
and select only those integer points in set S \ which satisfy the following 
conditions: 
(i) It lies on the A-T cut and its components are non-negative, 
(iii) The value of objective function at this point lies between the value of 
objective function at x° and the value of objective function atx'. 
(iii) It satisfies the constraints in (5.3.5). 
In this way, we will get only one integer point. 
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Let it be A' and defined as: 
x'={ai,ai, ,«:') -T'ES' 
Then the above conditions at x' may be written as: 
(i) X^, = I « :" = Z « :' & a ;' >0 , for ; = 1,2, ,n 
y = l r'V.S-" r'ej' 
(ii) zl, < z\, < z,„ 
{\\\)Ax^<b and Zc,^x^ >zf 
Where, Zj^  is the value of objective function at x'. 
n 
and Z « ' is the sum of the components of x'. 
7 = 1 
If x' is not satisfying any one of the above conditions then it is outside 
the feasible region and we terminate the procedure. It means the previous 
integer feasible point (x°) will be our integer optimum. Otherwise, we search 
next integer optimum. Continuing in this manner, we get an integer optimum 
in a finite number of steps. 
5.3 ALGORITHM 
The algorithm contains following steps: 
Step(O). First we convert the MOLIPP into a single objective LIPP using 
the proposed procedure. Solve the single objective LP relaxation 
associated with (5.3.5) using simplex method or dual simplex 
method. If this solution is integer then the problem (5.3.5) is 
solved, stop. Otherwise, go to step (1). 
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step (1). For finding integer optimum, we added the two special cuts 
derived at x°to the problem (5.3.5) and go to step (2). 
Step(2). Prepare the set of integer points S' a tx ' ' , using the proposed 
operations. Set, /=1 and check the following conditions to find 
the next integer point, 
(i) It lies on the A-T cut and its components are non-negative. 
(ii) The value of the objective function at this point lies between 
the value objective function at x'"' (integer feasible point) and 
the value objective function at x" (non-integer solution). 
(iii) It satisfies the constraints in (5.3.5) and go to step (3). 
Step (3). If x' is not satisfying any one of the above conditions then it is 
outside the feasible region and we terminate the procedure. It 
means the previous integer feasible point (x'"') will be integer 
optimum. Otherwise, set 1=2, and go to step (2). 
The following example will illustrate the procedure: 
Example 
Max Z| = 2xi+ 3x2 
Max Z2= Xi+ X2 
Subject to 5xi +2x2 < 15 
3xi +5x2 < 15 
xi, X2 > 0 & integers 
,^% Awd L ^ , 
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Solution 
I Step: Conversion into single objective LIPP 
Consider, Max z, = 2 xi+ 3 X2 
Subject to 5xi +2X2 < 15 
3x i+5x2£l5 (i) 
xi, X2 > 0 & integers 
LP relaxation Solution of the problem (i), obtained by sinnplex method is 
X,'" =2 36, xl =1 57, z,„=9 06 
Now we find integer feasible point jc'° = (2,1) A new constraint is, 
2xi+3x2 >7 
Then a single objective LIPP is given by 
Max Z2= Xi+ X2 
Subject to 5xi+2x2<15 
3xi+5x2<15 (ii) 
2x1+3x2 >7 
Xi, X2> 0 & integers 
LP relaxation Solution of the problem (ii), obtained by simplex method is 
x; =2 36, x; =1 57, Z2„=3 94 
Now we find integer feasible point / = (2, 1) 
II Step: Search for integer optimum 
1 Iteration 
x'= (1,2) with z^/=3 
2 Iteration 
x' = (0, 3) with z], =3 
Terminating point will be at (0, 3) withz^, =3 
=> X* =0, x*=3 and z'=9, z^=3 
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APPENDIX-IV 
NOTE: The example (given in chapter-V) was run on PENTIUM under 
Windows VERSION 98 operating system. The TURBO C^^  version 5.0 was 
used for developing the program. The Computer program solves only two 
variables and two objective functions problem. Computer program consider 
Z2 as a first objective function problem (In two objective function problem, we 
can consider first objective function any one of them) and the program takes 
only integer coefficient of objective functions and constraints for the problem 
(5.1) [given in chapter-V]. In programming code (c++), x°,x\x^, are 
represented by XO, X', X" , respectively, zl,z],zl, are represented 
by ZL,ZL',ZL", , respectively and also Cn, C12 , C21, C22 are represented 
byC1,C2, C3andC4. 
The Example (given in chapter-V) solved by the computer program is 
as fallows: 
« - : OUTPUT : - » 
1st Step : feasible point 
=>Xol=(2 1 ) Z2L=3 
Now a single Objective function problem as 
MaxZl=2Xl +3X2 
Subject to constraints, 
5X1 +2X2<=15 
3X1 +5X2<=15 
1X1 + 1X2>=3 
Input the LPR optimum value of xl :2.36 
Input the LPR optimum value ofx2 :1.57 
Enter the LP Relaxation optimal value of objective function Z1U=9.06 
2st Step : Search for integer optimum point 
=>Xo=(2 1 ) 
Xol=2 Xo2=l Z1L=7 
Terminating point will be at ( 0 3 ) withZl*=9 Z2*= 3 
=> X1*=0=> X2*=3 
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II PROGRAM BASED ON CHAPTER V 
// - j t * * ! ^ * * - * - * * * * * - * - * * - ^ * * * - ^ - * - * - * - * * * * ^ ^ * * - ^ ^ * * * * * - * - * * - * ' * * * * * * - ^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
#include<stdxo.h> 
#include<xostream.h> 
#include<process.h> 
#include<conio h> 
#xnclude<math.h> 
//......FUNCTION DECLARATION. 
void createset(); 
void createsets{); 
void createcoordmate () ; 
void constramtssatisfy () ; 
void arrenge_z_opt{); 
void constramtssatisfys () ; 
struct optzcord 
{ 
int oz; 
int oxc[2]; 
}ozc[4],ansozc; 
// GLOBAL VARIABLE. 
int 
n u m = 2 , o b _ f u n _ c o e f f [ 2 ] [ 2 ] , c o e f f _ o f _ c o n s t [ 3 ] [2] , b [ 3 ] , n u m _ e q = 2 , s u m x ; 
m t i t e r a t i o n = l , e q _ _ s a t = 0 , u u u = 0 , x [ 4 ] [2] , y [2] [2] , f l a g = l ; 
f l o a t x _ o p t [ 2 ] , z _ o p t ; 
/ / MAIN PROGRAM START HERE 
v o i d m a m () 
{ 
m t i , ] , l , p ; 
i n t sum=0; 
ansozc .oz=0; 
c l r s c r ( ) ; 
prmtf("\n========================================-========= : " ) ; 
p r i n t f ( " \ n T h e Objec t ive Function i s l i k e : ") ; 
p r m t f ("\nMAX Z l = c l . x l + c2.x2 ") ; 
p r i n t f ( " \ n Z2=c3.xl + c4.x2 ") ; 
prmtf("\n================================================== : " ) ; 
for(int z=0;z<2;z++)i 
p r m t f ("\nlnput Z%d (Integer value) :",z + l ) ; 
for(i=0;i<num;i++) 
{ 
p r m t f ("\nlnput the value of c%d (Integer value) 
: ", i + l + z*2) ; 
scant ( " %d" , 6<ob_f un_coef f [ z ] [ 11 ) , 
} 
} 
prmtf("\n================================================== : " ) ; 
prmtf ("\n\n*** Enter the constraints * * * " ) ; 
for(1=0;i<num_eq;i++) 
{ 
for(3=0;]<num;]++) 
{ 
printf("\nlnput a%d%d = ",i+l,]+l); 
scanf ("%d", &coef f_of__const [i] [] ] ) ; 
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printf{"\n b%d = ",i+l); 
scanf ("%d",&b[i]), 
printf("\n================================================== : " ) ; 
} 
for(x=0;x<num;i++) 
{ 
printf ("\nlnput the LPR optimum value of x%d :",i+l); 
scanf("%f",&x_opt[i]); 
} 
printf("\n================================================ : " ) ; 
printf("\n\nEnter the LP Relaxation optimal value of objective 
function 22U="); 
scanf("%f",&z_opt); 
printf("\n================================================== : " ) ; 
createset (); 
constraintssatisfy (); 
clrscr () ; 
printf ("\n\n\n\t«-: OUTPUT : - » " ) , 
cout<<"\n\tlst Step : feasible point 
printf("\n\t=> Xol= ( " ) ; 
for(int f=0;f<num;f++) 
printf("%d ",ozc[0].oxc[f]); 
printf(")\t"); 
printf ("\t Z2L =%d ",ozc [0] .oz); 
for (i=0; i<2; i++) 
coeff_of_const[2][i]=ob_fun_coeff[1][i]; 
b[2]=ozc[0].oz; 
cout<<"\n\n\tNow a single Objective function problem as \n"; 
cout«"\t"«"Max 21= "«ob_fun_coeff [0] [0]«"X1 + 
"«ob_f un^coef f [ 0] [ 1 ] «"X2 " ; 
cout<<"\n\tSub]ect to constraints ,"; 
for(i=0;x<2;i++) 
cout«"\n\t"«coeff_of_const [i] [0]«"X1"«" + 
"<<coeff_of_const[i] [1]«"X2 <="«b[i] ; 
cout«"\n\t"«coeff_of_const [2] [0]«"X1"«" + 
"«coeff_of_const[2] [1]«"X2 >="«b[2] ; 
cout«"\n====================================================\n"; 
for (i=0; Knum; i + +) 
{ 
printf("Input the LPR optimum value of x%d :",i+l); 
scanf("%f",&x_opt[i]); 
} 
printf("Enter the LP Relaxation optimal value of objective 
function Z1U="); 
scanf("%f",&z_opt); 
createset(); 
constramtssatisf ys () ; 
cout<<"\n\n\t2st Step : Search for integer optimum point"; 
printf ("\n\t=> Xo= ( " ) ; 
for (f=0;f<num;f++) 
printf("%d ",ozc[0].oxc[f]); 
printf{")\n\t"); 
for(f=0;f<num;f++) 
printf("Xo%d = %d ",f+1,ozc[0].oxc[f]); 
printf{"\t ZIL =%d ",ozc[0] .oz) ; 
while(l) 
if(ansozc.oz>ozc[0].oz||ozc[0].o2>(int)z_opt) 
break; 
ansozc=ozc[0] ; 
createsets (); 
constraintssatisfys (); 
xteration++; 
if(iteration==10) 
break; 
i f ( a n s o z c . o z > o z c [ 0 ] . o z | | o z c [ 0 ] . o z > ( i n t ) z _ o p t ) 
b r e a k ; 
i f ( a n s o z c . o z > = o z c [ 0 ] . o z ) 
o z c [ O ] = a n s o z c ; 
m t sm=0; 
f o r ( i = 0 ; i < 2 ; i + + ) 
sm+=ob_fun_coeff[1][i]^ozc[0].oxc[i]; 
printf("\n\n\tTerminating point be at ( " ) ; 
for (i=0;i<num;i++) 
printf{" %d ",ozc[0].oxc[i]); 
printf(" )"); 
printf(" with Zl*=% d Z2*= %d" , ozc[0].oz,sm) 
printf("\n\t"); 
for(1=0;i<num;i++) 
printf (" => X%d*=% d",i + l,ozc[0] .oxc[i]); 
getch(); 
//FUNCTION FOR CREATE SETS OF COORDINATE, 
void createsetO 
( 
for (mt i=0;i<2;i++) { 
y[i][O]=(int)x_opt[i]; 
y [ i ] [ l ] = y [ i ] [ 0 ] + l ; 
1 
c r e a t e c o o r d i n a t e ( ) ; 
} 
v o i d c r e a t e s e t s ( ) 
{ 
f o r d n t i = 0 ; i < 2 ; i + + ) { 
y [ i ] [ O ] = o z c [ 0 ] . o x c [ i ] - l ; 
y [ i ] [ l ] = o z c [ 0 ] . o x c [ i ] + l ; 
) 
createcoordinate(); 
void createcoordinate() 
{ 
m t count, k; 
for(int 1=0;i<num;1++) 
{ 
count=0; 
k=0; 
f o r d n t ] = 0 ; ]<pow (2,num) ; ] -
{ 
i f ( k < p o w ( 2 , n u m ) / p o w ( 2 , i + l ) ; 
( 
x [ ] ] [ i ] = y [ i ] [ 0 ] ; 
k++; 
} 
e l s e 
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count++; 
x[D] [i]=y[i] [1]; 
k+ + ; 
if(count==pow(2,num)/pow(2,i+l)) 
{ 
k=0; 
count=0; 
} 
//FUNCTION FOR CALCULATION OF OPTIMUM Z VALUE BY 
// SATISFYING CONSTRAINTS FOR 1st ITERATION 
void constramtssatisfy {) 
{ 
m t z_val=0, suin=0; 
m t fg[2]; 
fordnt i=0;i<4;i+ + ) 
{ 
for(int k=0; k<nuin_eq; k++) 
{ 
suin=0; 
f o r ( i n t ]=0;3<num;]++) 
sum+=coeff_of_const[k] [3 ]*x[ i ] [3]; 
if(sum<=b[k]) 
fg [k ]= l ; 
e l s e 
fg[k]=0; 
) 
int var=0; 
for(int q=0;q<nuin_eq;q++) { 
if(fg[q]==l) 
var++; 
1 
i f (var==nuin_eq) 
{ z_val=0; 
f o r d n t 1 = 0; Knum; 1 + +) 
z_val+=ob_fun_coeff[1] [1 ]*x [ i ] [1] ; / / change 
ozc [1 ] .oz=z_va l ; 
f o r ( i n t m=0;in<nuin;m++) 
ozc [1] .oxc[m]=x [1] [m] ; 
} 
e l s e 
ozc [1] .oz=0; 
} 
arrenge_z_opt(); 
void arrenge_z_opt() 
{ 
struct optzcord opzcd; 
for(int 1=0; Kpow (2, num) ; 1 + +) 
{ 
for (mt ]=0; ]<pow (2, num) -i-l; ]++) 
if (ozc[]].oz<ozc[] + l] .oz && ozc [] + l] .oz<z_opt) //change, 
f 
opzcd=ozc[]]; 
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ozc12]=ozc [j + l] 
o z c [ ] + 1 ] = o p z c d ; 
void constraintssatisfys() 
{ 
m t z _ v a l = 0, sum=0; 
m t f g [ 3 ] ; 
f o r ( i n t 1 = 0 ; i < 4 ; i + + ) 
{ 
f o r ( i n t k=0;k<=num_eq;k++) 
{ 
suin=0; 
f o r ( i n t ] = 0 ; ] < n u m ; ] + + ) 
s u m + = c o e f f _ o f _ c o n s t [ k ] [3 ]*x [ i ] [ ] ] ; 
i f ( s u m < = b [ k ] && k<=l) 
f g [ k ] = l ; 
e l s e i f ( s u m > = b [ k ] && k==2) 
f g [ k ] = l ; 
e l s e 
f g [ k ] = 0 ; 
) 
i n t v a r = 0 ; 
f o r { i n t q=0;q<=num_eq;q++){ 
I f ( f g [ q ] = = l ) 
v a r + + ; 
) 
i f ( v a r = = n u m _ e q + l ) 
{ z _ v a l = 0 ; 
f o r d n t l = 0 ; l < n u m ; l + + ) 
z _ v a l + = o b _ f u n _ _ c o e f f [ 0 ] [ 1 ] * x [ i ] [ 1 ] ; / / c h a n g e 
o z c [ i ] . o z = z _ v a l ; 
f o r ( i n t m=0;m<num;m++) 
ozc [1] . o x c [ m ] = x [ 1 ] [m]; 
) 
e l s e 
ozc [1] . o z = 0 ; 
} 
arrenge_z_opt(); 
) 
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